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Valentin Carron, Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Rämistrasse, Zurich
By Clayton Press | February 29, 2020

Valentin Carron. The Great Sharing, 2019. Iron, enamel paint. Sculpture 27 x 70 x 60 cm / 10 5/8 x 27 1/2 x 23 5/8 in; Pedestal 36 x 70 x 60 cm / 14 1/8 x 27 1/2 x 23 5/8 in. © VALENTIN
CARRON COURTESY THE ARTIST AND GALERIE EVA PRESENHUBER, ZURICH / NEW YORK; PHOTO: STEFAN ALTENBURGER PHOTOGRAPHY, ZURICH .

“Swissness” isn’t in most English dictionaries, but its meaning is instantly clear. It is holey cheese and cow-strewn meadows, snowy
peaks and punctual trains. Beyond those (fairly accurate) clichés, Swissness perfectly encapsulates the land of milk and money, a place
where attention to detail is a national pastime. And that is Switzerland in a nutshell, preferably one coated in chocolate.” Diccon Bewes,
Raconteur.net
With the founding of the Swiss nation-state in 1848, neither national identity nor national unity were immediate. Civic nationalism had
to be forged. Liberal intellectuals and portions of the political elite aimed to create a distinct, more-or-less unified identity among an ethnically, culturally and linguistically diverse population. The promotion of an Alpine identity was central to unification. As Ernest Bovet,
an intellectual who later became the president of the Swiss Homeland Security Association, gushingly, if not inauthentically wrote, “A
spirit fills our souls, directs our actions and creates a hymn on the one ideal out of our different languages. It is the spirit that blows from
the summits, the genius of the Alps and the glaciers.”
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Valentin Carron. The SaXophone, 2019. Copper, iron, enamel paint. Sculpture 84 x 60 x 70 cm / 33 1/8 x 23 5/8 x 27 1/2
in; Pedestal 75 x 70 x 60 cm / 29 1/2 x 27 1/2 x 23 5/8 in. © VALENTIN CARRON COURTESY THE ARTIST AND
GALERIE EVA PRESENHUBER, ZURICH / NEW YORK; PHOTO: STEFAN ALTENBURGER PHOTOGRAPHY,
ZURICH

Alpiness, virtually synonymous with Swissness, was promoted by national festivals and rituals. By the mid 19thcentury, painting exploited Alpine themes. The very notion of a romantic, pastoral world was “artificially pieced together . . . in the late 19th century, with
the clear political aim of giving [Switzerland] a tailor-made national identity.” Craftwork became part of the cultural construction that
was used to build cohesion among mountain regions. In 1930, The Schweizer Heimatwerk (Swiss Crafts Association) was founded by
the Swiss farmer’s association ostensibly to provide an outlet for mountain-dwelling farmers to make traditional gadgets and objects and
toys during long, otherwise unproductive winters. Shortly thereafter, the association’s focus was modified to encourage Swiss arts and
crafts, making what artist Valentin Carron has termed “pseudo authentic” objects.
The reintroduction, reconstruction and re-envisioning of “cultural heritage” was and remains far more common than we normally think,
from pottery making in St. Vincent, West Indies, to variants of woodcarving with broad tourist appeal in Côte d’Ivoire (The Ivory Coast.)
From authentic “villages” in harborside ports to nationalistic theme parks, variants of real and almost surreal cultural heritage are consumable. In short, economic opportunism, most typically associated with tourism, often appropriates traditional cultural “products”
and—intentionally or not—bolsters a sense of identity, in fiction if not in fact.
Valentin Carron’s sculptures have been characterized as “reproductions and reconstructions of vernacular Swiss items . . . [that] have
been regarded as equally [and simultaneously] critical, cynical, and comical in their take on the visual cultural and national identities.”
This is clear. Carron riffs on Swissness, asserting “I may have spent my life seeking the artifacts of my own vision of the ‘American Way
of Life’ in Switzerland.” His work is a unique combination of longing and anti-nostalgia.
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Installation view, Valentin Carron, Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Rämistrasse, Zurich, 2020. © VALENTIN CARRON
COURTESY THE ARTIST AND GALERIE EVA PRESENHUBER, ZURICH / NEW YORK; PHOTO: STEFAN
ALTENBURGER PHOTOGRAPHY, ZURICH

In his current exhibition at Galerie Eva Presenhuber (Rämistrasse 33, Zürich), Carron again samples Swiss artist traditions and folkloric
culture. His three-dimensional works are not appropriations as much as they [are] reinventions. While he has confessed that he has spent
his “days making life-size replicas of the objects I abhor . . . and I will keep going on wasting a part of my life this way.” He not only
reformulates traditional handicrafts “substituting natural materials like wood for synthetic materials; [and] conversely, he commissions
well-trained craftsmen to create precious works imitating cheap industrial articles.”
While Carron’s sculptures may be oriented to the “aesthetics of everyday culture in the popular handicrafts and souvenir industries,”
they even more directly address notions of authenticity and nationalism. The SaXophone, made of copper mounted on a painted enamel
iron pedestal, comes across—intentionally or not—as a twist on the wooden alphorns familiar in Ricola cough drop ads. In The Great
Sharing, six male figures, imperfectly cut from iron and painted in the red of the Swiss flag, are positioned in a circle, arms stretched,
but hands decidedly not touching, in a round dance. There is not unity, harmony.
Imperfection and irony are invasive, even comedic. The plywood patterns on the sculptures’ pedestals look authentic but are not. A
boxy construction, The Shelter, seemingly penetrates two floors of Galerie Eva Presenhuber’s impeccable new space. The material is
roughly cut, so its imperfections are obvious. Made of MDF, the surface is repainted to look like OSB (oriented strand board). Yes,
Carron “questions originality, authenticity, and identity.” But his work is art (Kunst) and not craft (Kunsthandwerk.) His objects are not
remotely banal, as everyday things—especially souvenirs and handicrafts—often seem. Carron messes with our minds with his selection
of innocuous subjects and his deliberate choice of materials and methods. He questions authenticity and celebrates its opposite.
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Swiss Institute moves into Selldorf-designed building on St. Marks
Drew Zeiba | June 29, 2018

The Swiss Institute for Contemporary Art has opened its new
7,500 square foot Selldorf Architects-designed location on
St. Marks Place in New York City. Taking over four levels of
a former bank built in 1954 and designed by Alfred Hopkins
and Associates, the renovation is, in the words of Swiss Institute director Simon Castets, a “counter narrative” to the
building’s former financial, low-occupancy use.
The Selldorf redesign uses a seemingly minimal touch.
Though there have been significant changes—full stairwells
and elevators have been added along with a total plan rework—the overall architectural sensibility feels light and unimposing. White walls remain unadorned. Flooring is understated. On all ceilings, ductwork, lighting, and structural
elements remain exposed—a departure from many recent
galleries in the city that have instead focused on hiding every
functional detail, even the lighting, as much as possible.

Swiss Institute, 38 St. Marks Pl., North View. (Courtesy Selldorf Architects.)

Curators generally aren’t keen on losing space to the workaday trappings of administrative necessity. Swiss Institute has filled
every corner, wall, stairwell, and even the elevator with art to allow “artists to reclaim the space lost to New York City building
code” as part of the SI ONSITE program. Stairwells feature sculptures and frescoes by Shahryar Nashat and Latifa Echakhch. The
elevator has been turned into an artwork, skinned in a welcoming pink from Sherwin Williams called “Memorable Rose,” which is
taken from the color of a tongue by artist Pamela Rosenkranz for an installation appropriately titled Color of a Tongue (Director)
(2018). A cellar gallery remains honest about what it really is with layers of gray paint applied by Dusty Baker.
Like the building itself, the current exhibition, Readymades Belong to Everyone (open through August 19), is packed with art. The
first floor, which features ceilings that soar over 17 feet, is dense with all variety of sculpture and 2D work. Despite lower ceilings,
the new location’s upper level is airy, wrapped in windows with exposed wood shining on the ceiling. There is a reading room, currently taken over by a project from Heman Chong in collaboration with Ken Liu. Chong and Liu’s Legal Books (Shanghai) features
hundreds of books selected by Liu, a sci-fi writer and attorney, inspired by thinking on the Chinese legal system. The art instillationcum-reading room features painted curtains by Jill Mulleady, another way in which the Institute is packing in the art.
One enters from Second Avenue to find a visitor welcome desk and a bookshop from Printed Matter. The entire space is decked
out in the clean lines of USM’s furniture, and behind the visitor information desk is John Armleder’s Royal Flush (2018) installation
of mirrored tiles reminiscent of a disco ball.
The Swiss Institute also takes the art outdoors with a terrace that places visitors in the midst of the city. The current plein air setup
includes work by Valentin Carron, Nancy Lupo, and Michael Wang. In Wang’s Extinct in the Wild series, the artist references Peter
Stuyvesant’s original orchard, composed of native plants that now only grow with human care and populated what is now the East
Village.
Signage on the building is multilingual, not merely with the four official languages of Switzerland, but also with the most spoken
languages in the Swiss Institute’s new surrounding area: English, Spanish, and Chinese. The Swiss Institute, which has free admission, has also been collaborating with local community organizations for artist-led workshops and is actively celebrating the
artistic history and present of their new East Village location.
The Swiss Institute’s new 38 St. Marks location opens with the exhibition Readymades Belong to Everyone, on view now, curated
by Fredi Fischli and Niels Olsen. In addition to the artists described above, the show features many architects and designers including OFFICE, Rem Koolhaas, MOS Architects, and Sauter von Moos in collaboration with Herzog and de Meuron.
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Swiss Institute Has a New Home Ready-Made for Art
Joseph Giovannini | June 28, 2018

For anyone who thinks that the granular, old-fashioned neighborhoods of Lower Manhattan — the kind
with ice cream parlors, stoops, barber shops, bars and
tattoo joints — are fast decamping to Brooklyn, head
on over to one of the area’s incandescent holdouts, the
East Village, where the new walk-in Swiss Institute
has just opened on one of the city’s liveliest streets, St.
Marks Place.
Perhaps you don’t know that the Swiss Institute has
been around since 1986, a nonprofit art-world secret
housed in various low-profile Manhattan venues. Since
1994, it occupied locations in SoHo but became isolated as high-end boutiques swamped the neighborhood and artists exited. The Swiss Institute wanted to
relocate to a neighborhood where its forward-thinking
mission would resonate. Led by Simon Castets, the
French-born director and curator, the Institute found
a high-visibility corner and a built-in audience in the
thick of the pulsing, gritty, diverse East Village.

The Swiss Institute’s new home — a renovated bank on St. Marks Place — has an open-door policy. Credit:
Jeenah Moon for The New York Times

The Institute is free, friendly and breezy, a corner museum — like a corner
deli or drugstore — dedicated to experimental work by emerging artists. The
modest two-story, 1950s building used to be a neighborhood bank, and it still
looks it, blending right into a raucous, fine-grained urban melee that would
gladden the heart of Jane Jacobs.
With educational outreach programs, an open-door policy, and an inaugural
show — “Readymades Belong to Everyone” — the Institute adds energy and
edge to a neighborhood that it clearly gets and supports. It’s chill.
“The ability to engage with such a vibrant, high-traffic neighborhood is unprecedented for S.I.,” says Mr. Castets. “There are many schools, cultural and
community organizations in the neighborhood, as well as an incredible history of art making and experimentation.”

Wade Guyton’s installation, “Untitled,” made from tubular steel frame with polished goldstone finish. Credit: Jeenah Moon for The New York Times

Sensitively restored on the outside and repurposed in spanking white on the
inside by Selldorf Architects of New York, the cleaned-up, handsome-butnot-fancy, 7,500-square foot building fits right into the neighborhood.It wears
the former bank building like camouflage. It’s a reappropriated ready-made.
Squint and you can’t tell that there’s much difference between the Institute’s
funky, un-precious inaugural show, and the 24-hour T-shirts-and-everythingelse emporium across the street. On two floors of the Institute, plus the basement and rooftop, the show updates the idea of Marcel Duchamp’s “Fountain”
— his signed, pedestalized urinal of 1917 — using images of buildings or
designed objects as ready-mades. The young Swiss curators Niels Olsen and
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Fredi Fischli invited 60 artists and architects to interpret street signs,
chairs, teakettles and architecture.
At the entrance, you step through “Gate,” a common airport security
gate with graffiti slapped on its sides by Reena Spaulings (who is actually an anonymous, mash-up New York persona, sort of an art-world
avatar). In this context, we notice another artifact of our culture that
we take for granted. Three steps away, “Fire,” a tall, free-standing billboard depicting a fire truck, by the New York artist Lutz Bacher (a
pseudonym), could be the image of the fire truck passing by just outside the window, siren wailing — again something we no longer really
see even if we hear it. Next to it, the British artist-filmmakers Oliver Payne and Nick Relph appropriated Duchamp’s first ready-made,
“Bicycle Wheel” (1913), using instead a high-performance Aerospoke
bicycle wheel.
What’s changed since Duchamp, of course, is that the displaced object
is no longer just industrial, as artists including Robert Gober, Damien
Hirst, Tracey Emin, Michael Landy and Gabriel Orozco have long
shown. The deceptively simple works at the Swiss Institute owe a considerable debt to Mr. Gober, an American sculptor, who simultaneously recognized and rejected the industrial ready-made using hanging sinks, playpens, beds and doors (before he moved, in the 1990s,
into environments).
An array of ready-mades, left to right: Alan Belcher’s installation “Desktop,” from 23 ceramics; Oliver Payne and Nick Relph’s work, “Technical, Taxi,” from metal bicycles wheel
and plastic stool and Lutz Bacher’s “Fire,” from print on plywood and wood. Credit:
Jeenah Moon for The New York Times

Many of the ready-mades here are domestic, like the old bathtub,
complete with Rorschach rust stains, that the Los Angeles artist and
poet Ser Serpas hangs up in the corner.

There are familiar names. We find the famous, striped Aldo
Rossi changing cabana (1980), plucked off Italian beaches
and intended as a wardrobe. Petra Blaisse, the Dutch designer, hangs (and signs) a floor-to-ceiling Bubble Wrap curtain
(“Don’t Pinch!”), while her Dutch design colleague, the architect Rem Koolhaas, sent in slides of the Berlin Wall from
an architecture school project (“Field Trip, 1971”): his long,
typed, amusing narrative points out the apparent irony that
this walled city was a prison of freedom, and East Berliners
wanted in.
The Chilean poet-architect Smiljan Radic sent one of the very
few flesh-and-blood objects, a Dada-esque collage of a violin
bow suspending part of a violin’s belly on strands of its horsehair. The bow teeter-totters delicately over two large industrial
light bulbs planted in a crude wooden bowl.
Claire Fontaine’s installation, “Yoda.” Credit: Jeenah Moon for The New York Times
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The curators have cast a wide net in local, international and underground communities to
find artists, including street artists, known for
rephrasing objects in distortional ways. The
rows of logo T-shirts on boxes lined up against
the wall, by the London-based artists Richard
Sides and Gili Tal, are just like the T-shirts
you’ll find outside, rewritten with an anarchic
twist: “Vote Acid,” reads one. Those shopping
bags on the floor, sent by the German artist Maria Eichhorn, are filled with empty tea
boxes, plastic water bottles, and chewing gum
wrappers discarded by people installing the
show, a kind of behind-the-scenes gallery diary.
Many of the 65 exhibits are art-referential
pieces, art about art, and you start consulting
the exhibition menu for clues to understandSmiljan Radic’s installation, “Gryphon,” a Dada-esque collage of a violin bow suspending part of a violin’s belly on strands
ing them. But after a while, you get into the
of its horsehair. Credit: Jeenah Moon for The New York Times
rhythm of trusting your eye and instincts. You
notice that in “Maso Chair,” the subversive Swiss architects Trix and Robert Haussmann replaced the gaskets on the metal frame of an
Eames chair with flower studs used to support floral arrangements — ouch! And isn’t that contorted steel tube that the New York artist
Wade Guyton twisted up into the air the remnant of the iconic 1920s Breuer chair?
These ready-mades are not beautiful,
signature originals with a strong physical presence, but artworks that critique
formal art. You have to get rid of that
nasty notion that “I could have done
this,” or, rather, you gradually understand that you actually could do this, at
home, tonight. Your perception shifts.
Pleasantly and unexpectedly brainwashed, you walk back out to St. Marks
Place and gaze at the T-shirts and hats
and hookah pipes and think about signing them. Somehow you hear the rumble
of motorcycles with a new interest and
curiosity: it’s a John Cage cantata.
Even the lively St. Marks Place feels more
alive. Life is art and art, life. Dada rules.

Currently on the Swiss Institute’s rooftop terrace: Valentin Carron’s “Vecchio Cuore,” center; Nancy Lupo’s “Bench,” top right; and
“Extinct in the Wild,” Michael Wang’s work of aluminum planters. Credit: Jeenah Moon for The New York Times
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The Swiss Institute Opens Its New East Village Home With Show of Readymades
Annie Armstrong | June 22, 2018

A sense of place is established as soon as you step into the ground
floor of the Swiss Institute’s new 7,500-square-foot location on St.
Marks in the heart of the East Village in New York. To your right,
a hunk of wall left over from the building’s renovation stands as a
readymade object, now titled Untitled (Loveseat) by Klara Liden, and
to your left, the likeness of a New York City firetruck is flattened onto
plywood, in FIRE by Lutz Bacher. Both works are part of “Readymades Belong to Everyone,” the institute’s inaugural exhibition in its
new home, which sprawls over its four floors, including a basement
and a rooftop—all accessible via stairs or an elevator splashed by
Swiss artist Pamela Rosenkranz in “tongue pink,” as the institution’s
associate curator, Alison Coplan, put it.
Last night, though, at the institute’s private opening, all the action
was on the roof, where guests attendees mingled with each other,
romped atop a heart-shaped sculpture made by Valentin Carron out of
lavender-painted pine logs, and tried to figure out what was a readymade object and what was just debris from the festivities, an admittedly difficult project when pieces like Lena Tutunjian’s The Individual (Lunch), which consists of a Subway cup and cookie, are on view.

Claire Fontaine, Yoda , 2016.
ANNIE ARMSTRONG/ARTNEWS

The building was originally constructed as a bank in the 1954, and a Chase last occupied it. Following a renovation by
Annabelle Selldorf, the space feels a bit like a smaller New Museum. Compared to its former space on Wooster St., which
is once again Deitch Projects, it is much less of a white cube; its basement has gray walls, and nooks and crannies throughout the space harbor little pieces. During its renovations, most of the building’s original bones were replaced with fittings
from Swiss design firms—window treatments from Vitrocsa, furniture from Vitra, and so forth.
As a part of the “SI Onsite” show, Hans Haacke, who taught for decades at the nearby Cooper Union, is offering iPads with
a program called Swiss Institute Visitors Poll, which consists of 20 questions—half focused on demographics (“Where are
you visiting from?”), and half on politics (“Do you think Donald Trump will make America great again?”). The poll will
run for a year, with weekly updates looking at correlations between the questions being projected in a library space on the
building’s second floor.
Elsewhere, a wall is lined with the kind of kitschy T-shirts one might see sold at a St. Marks thrift shop—it’s a piece called
the masters have always been anarchists, by Richard Sides and Gili Tal, which Fredi Fischli (who curated the show with
Niels Olsen) said represents the “hollowing out of youth culture” within the East Village. Maybe the Swiss Institute can
fix that! Beyond its robust plans for exhibitions and events, there’s also a Printed Matter outpost on site.
Back upstairs, as the sun began to set aside planters of flora (Extinct in the Wild, an onsite piece by Michael Wang), staff
members joked that they wished they hadn’t had to remove the bank’s original vault door, but said that they had to, lest the
door be confused with a readymade object itself.
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Collector’s Eye: Steven Guttman

The entrepreneur tell us his preferred way to buy art and which work he would save if his house was on fire
Sarah P. Hanson | December 6, 2017

The collector Steven Guttman

Steven Guttman, the founder and chairman of Uovo, launched his collections storage company in New York three years
ago out of necessity. As a buyer of space-gobbling furniture and design, there was no facility that met his exacting standards. So, after 40 years in banking and real estate, Guttman built his dream warehouse in Long Island City, Queens with
museum-level security and environmental controls and concierge-like service. Today, with 500,000 sq. ft across three
facilities, Uovo houses the collections of museums, foundations, galleries, archives and artists—and, yes, Guttman’s
own. Reflecting his roving lifestyle, he serves on the chairman’s council of the Whitney Museum and is the chairman
of the Centre Pompidou Foundation, the US friends group that supports the museum. But as much as he loves Paris and
New York—Miami, where he has a home, is a favourite port of call. “The exciting thing about Miami”, he says, “is that
it is changing all the time”.
The Art Newspaper: How did you first get into collecting?
Steven Guttman: I have always had a passion for architecture and design. How various environments influence human
behaviour and feelings fascinates me. As a real estate developer, I have taken great pleasure in creating settings that
people enjoy experiencing. Art plays a vital role in most environments, so it seems quite natural that art would be an
important part of my life.
What was your first purchase for your collection?
I was living in Washington, DC in the 1970s. The Washington Color School was the focal point of the local art scene
at that time and, while I could not afford a painting by Morris Louis or Kenneth Noland, I was able to acquire a draped
painting by Sam Gilliam—which I later donated to what is now the Pérez Art Museum Miami.
What is your preferred way of buying art?
My wife Kathy and I enjoy meeting the artists that we collect. There is no substitute for studio visits and gallery shows.
Our participation with the Centre Pompidou Foundation gives us access to artists and curators, and has been most valuable in helping us make informed decisions on which artists to add to our collection.
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What is the most valuable piece in your collection?
That’s a hard question to answer because the value of a work to us is not defined by money. Some pieces in our homes
have been hanging for years and we couldn’t imagine living without them, although financially they don’t have extraordinary value. Collecting for us is about an emotional and intellectual connection. We find it exciting to put together a
collection where the works are in dialogue. We are passionate about discovering young, new artists and also collect many
historical artists. Some pieces that have a special meaning for us are a Gene Davis painting in the family room of our
weekend home in Washington, Connecticut, and a Valentin Carron steel sculpture of a snake that is over the bed in our
Paris apartment.
If your house was on fire, which work would you save?
I couldn’t imagine losing a work we own by Franz Kline, which is in our Miami Beach apartment. It’s a small work from
1954, which he painted on a page from the New York City phone book. It’s highly representative of his work, and it’s fun
to make out the names and phone numbers in the background. With my other hand, I’d grab our silver Mallet-Stevens
desk box on the way out.

“The real challenge is figuring out what
you love and what you don’t”
If money were no object, what would be your dream purchase?
A major painting by Ellsworth Kelly. In recent years he has become my favourite artist of that generation, and I would
love to own one of his monumental paintings.
Which work do you regret not buying when you had the chance?
When I first started collecting in the mid-1970s, the Max Protetch Gallery had recently opened in Washington, DC
and was showing works by Andy Warhol, Donald Judd, Sol LeWitt and Carl Andre. I was attracted to the pieces, but I
couldn’t quite get my head around their conceptual/minimal nature. Frankly, I was too uninformed and inexperienced. I
didn’t buy a single piece and opted for “safer”, more mainstream artists that have long been forgotten.
What is the most surprising place you have displayed a work?
We recently installed a large work by Marguerite Humeau above an elevator bank and busy hallway at Uovo. It looks like
six large eyes that follow you as you move. The work is about being monitored, which is quite fitting in a highly secure
storage facility. There have been some strong reactions, to say the least.
What’s the best collecting advice you have been given?
Only buy what you love, which sounds like a cliché. But what nobody tells you is that the real challenge is figuring out
what you love, what you don’t, and how your taste and collection evolve over time. The real winners for us are the works
that challenge and resonate with us months and years after acquiring them.
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“Work Hard: Selections by Valentin Carron,” The New Yorker, March 2015

ART
“WORK HARD: SELECTIONS BY VALENTIN CARRON”
March 4 2015 – May 24 2015
This quirky but substantial show, organized by a witty Swiss sculptor, brings together
two dozen artists who favor uncertain imagery and unpolished style. The oldest works are
magnificent drawings by Marguerite Burnat-Provins, a writer born in 1872, who endured
hallucinations and sketched creepy portraits (an over-powdered hag, a downcast man
encircled by swans). Among the contemporary artists, sculptures by Mai-Thu Perret and
Latifa Echakhch are particularly fine, but the eeriest and most compelling piece is Denis
Savary’s “Alma (After Kokoschka).” When Alma Mahler left him for Walter Gropius,
Kokoschka ordered a life-size doll in her likeness; Savary’s gawky homage is a seated
doll covered in fur, displacing desire from human to beast. Through May 24.
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David Ebony’s Top 10 New York Gallery
Shows for March
David Ebony, Thursday, March 19, 2015

Installation view, “Work Hard,” 2015, curated by Valentin Carron. | Photo: Courtesy Swiss Institute.

“Work Hard,” curated by Valentin Carron, at the Swiss Institute, through May 24.
In his curatorial debut, Swiss artist Valentin Carron, who represented Switzerland at the 2013 Venice Biennale, presents “Work Hard,” a compact and compelling overview of contemporary Swiss art
(see Venice Biennale Curator Okwui Enwezor On “All the World’s Futures”). The show’s title refers
to the fabled Swiss work ethic, as well as to a graffiti scrawl Carron saw on a public sculpture in
Lausanne. This particular story of recent Swiss art trends is told from a very specific point of view,
a kind of eccentric, neo-Dada vision that reflects Carron’s own quirky sculptures and installations.
Visitors circulate through the exhibition in custom-designed rooms lined with silver walls, echoing
Warhol’s “factory.” The show contains engaging works by Ugo Rondinone, Urs Luthi, Fabrice Gygi,
and others.
A black-painted plywood and rattan donkey, Black Balthazar, by Mai-Thu Perret, makes for an
intriguing show opener, positioned at the exhibition’s entryway near one of Claudia Comte’s small
Arp-like modernist wood sculptures placed on a low shelf. A motorized black-and-white wall relief by
Jean Tinguely, hung on the rear wall of this room, is just one of several historical pieces, including
works by Daniel Spoerri, Luciano Castelli, and Meret Oppenheim, that Carron has selected in homage to his artistic forebears.
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Valentin
Carron

VALENTIN CARRON, BERTRAND, 2010, dichroic glass, acrylic lacquer, 2 parts, 15 3 / 4 x 10 1 / 4 x 4 3 / 8 ”, each /
PARKETT 84 2008

Zweifarbiges Glas, Acryllack, 2 Teile, je 40 x 26 x 11 cm.
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Th e
Pav i l i o n
of
Con t r a s t s

GIOVANNI CARMINE

A snake greeted visitors in the entranceway of the
Swiss Pavilion at the 55th Venice Biennale (2013),
rising to reveal jaws open in a sly, captivating smile.
Instinctively, the visitor stroked its head. This natural
act, almost as if to ward off evil—to calm the animal
down or subdue an irrational fear—was often followed by another gesture, equally natural in contemporary society: The visitor snapped a picture. Yet the
pavilion’s sensual guardian was more than a likable
companion to pose beside for a memorable photo of
the lagoon. Fashioned out of wrought iron, it was at
once a sculpture and a line unfolding in space, like
the stroke of a pencil on a sheet of paper. In a ges-

ture typical of Valentin Carron, this archaic symbol
and archetypal form questioned its own status as an
artwork.
Sculpture lies at the center of the Swiss artist’s
work. As Carron has often pointed out, he works
according to the strategies of appropriation art. Reinterpreting works of art in materials different from
the originals, he grants them new meaning, transferring them to new contexts for another generation.
The ultimate goal is to reactivate formal motifs that
have been lost over the course of time, yet without
giving in to nostalgia. In this quest, which is never
without a subtle sense of humor, Carron is often inspired by public art as well as by minor architectural
details and decorative phenomena he encounters in
the region of Valais—from which he hails and where
he continues to live—or during his travels. His work

G I O V A N N I C A R M I N E is director of Kunsthalle Sankt Gallen, Switzerland. He was the curator of the Swiss Pavilion at the
55th Venice Biennale (2013).
P A R K E T T 9 3 2 013
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VALENTIN CARRON, YOU THEY THEY I YOU, 2013, iron, 311’ /
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DU SIE SIE ICH DU, Eisen, 95 m.

closure wall. The artist described this snake as a sort
of guide, leading the viewer along a predetermined
path and back outside. The repetitions in the work’s
title, YOU THEY THEY I YOU (2013), suggest the sinuous twists the 260-foot snake made through the galleries while its wealth of pronouns alludes to the relationship between sculpture, spectators, and artist.

(ALL VENICE PHOTOS: STEFAN ALTENBURGER)

Schweizer Pavillon, 55. Biennale von Venedig.

Left / links: Swiss Pavilion, 55th Venice Biennale, 2013 /

plays on these vernacular traditions and on the misinterpretations to which the idea of “the modern”
has often been subject.
Carron’s snake was a bicephalic monster, a detail
unveiled only to those who followed its turns to the
end: The same head that greeted visitors at the entrance reappeared at the tail, emerging over the en-
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VALENTIN CARRON, YOU THEY THEY I YOU, 2013, iron, 311’ / DU SIE SIE ICH DU, Eisen, 95 m.

the Bible’s stories of Eden to Aby Warburg’s lectures
on serpent rituals.
Instead of seeking to stand out amid the general
hubbub of Venice by creating a spectacle, Carron
offered a classical exhibition of works shown previously, all recently remade. This too, in a sense, was
an appropriation: of the 1952 pavilion building, designed by Bruno Giacometti, who conceived of separate galleries for painting, sculpture, and prints and
drawings. In the room designated for sculpture, YOU
THEY THEY I YOU rose up like a parabola, taking on

Spectacular in its minimalism, the work is the fruit of
an artistic theft, reinterpreting a detail from the window grates of an early twentieth-century barracks in
Zurich, whose iron bars are fixed between two snake
heads. Carron thus upsets the hierarchy of the fine
and applied arts as he transforms a decorative but
functional element into a sculpture. In this sense, the
artist redefines the form’s original purpose and metaphorically overcomes the danger associated with the
animal. The viewer is free to indulge in infinite associations with this iconographically rich symbol, from
28
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VALENTIN CARRON, BLAH BLAH, LABOR,
ORANGEY, 2012, cast bronze /
BLA BLA, ARBEIT, ORANGENÄHNLICH,
Bronzeguss.

VALENTIN CARRON, installation view,
Swiss Pavilion, Venice Biennale, 2013 /
Installationsansicht.
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VALENTIN CARRON, CIAO N° 6, 2013 / AZURE, URANIUM, UMBRAGE, 2013.
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a spatial plasticity, while six wall hangings—cumulatively titled DIE ZERBROCHENE BRÜCKE EURER
REINEN ABER UNERWARTETEN INFAMIEN (The Broken Bridge of Your Pure but Unexpected Infamies,
2013)—recalled large-scale abstract paintings. These
compositions are also replicas of architectural details, reproductions in acrylic resin and fiberglass of
stained-glass panes that adorn the Académie Royale
des Beaux-Arts in Brussels; the original works, created using the dalles de verre technique, are made of
thick slabs of glass set in concrete. In his architectural
“sampling,” Carron’s strategy echoes that of Gordon
Matta-Clark, but the younger artist then translates
three-dimensionality into painterly works with strong
tactile and rhythmic valences. Placed against a solid
wall of the pavilion rather than in openings through
which light could pass, Carron’s copies lost their
sense of purpose, becoming pure compositions dictated by a rigid formal economy based on repetition.
In front of these works, viewers experienced a feeling
of estrangement, if not out-and-out exclusion, as they
were unable to enjoy the spectacle of light passing
through the colored panes, as in Brussels. Instead,
they were forced into a frontal contemplation of an
architectural detail rendered aphonic.
The walls of the pavilion also served as the support
for Carron’s most delicate installation: He lined two
walls with white shirt-cotton, striated with a subtle
pale-blue grid. This almost invisible gesture created
a light vibration in space while moving the modernist building into the architectural context of Venice,
where fabrics and wallpaper decorate the elegant
palazzi. But Carron’s art often changes register, as
brutality and elegance inhabit the same space to create strong narrative tension. Opposite in tone to the
gentle intervention of the covered walls, the eight
bronzes of AZURE, URANIUM, UMBRAGE (2013) were
hung rhythmically throughout the pavilion. These

casts of crushed instruments are the product of a
performance not without humor, in which the artist
stomps on trombones, tubas, and other members of
the brass family—an ironic punk gesture. The violence is at once frozen and ennobled by being fixed
in bronze. Carron has described these works as “late
Nouveau Réalisme”—a repetition, perhaps full of intentional misreadings, by an epigone, which is more
likely to find its audience at a provincial bar than in
a museum. Indeed, it was in just such a bar, near his
hometown, that Carron saw a crushed trumpet hanging on the wall.
If AZURE, URANIUM, UMBRAGE is the result of a
destructive act, CIAO NO. 6 (2013)—the moped that
sat in the pavilion courtyard—is the product of a delicate restoration. Through this object, Carron delves
deeply into all the problems connected with the restoration process and the search for the original. How
far can he allow himself to go? The result is what art
historians might call an assisted readymade. Above
all, perhaps, the work is an homage to an industrial
culture presently disappearing from Europe: This
Italian-made vehicle, popular in the Switzerland of
Carron’s youth, is no longer produced. CIAO NO. 6
is a pop icon, a celebration of movement and modernity a century after Futurism, and a memorial to the
desires of adolescence.
Carron took advantage of the Biennale to continue and refine his research, which centers on the
complexity of the sculptural genre in the contemporary context. Juxtaposing contrasts and mixing functions, he involves the viewer in a train of thought. It
doesn’t matter if a work such as the Swiss Pavilion’s
snake, developed with formal and conceptual precision, ends up as a souvenir selfie. Actually, it is better
that way, because it provides the sculpture with yet
another role.
(Translation: Stephen Sartarelli)
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Der
Pavill o n
der
K ontra st e

GIOVANNI CARMINE

Beim Betreten des Schweizer Pavillons auf der 55. Biennale von Venedig wurde der Besucher von einer
Schlange empfangen. Angezogen von dem aufgesperrten Maul mit dem hämischen Grinsen, das sich
genau auf Brusthöhe befindet, strich man ihr unwillkürlich über den Kopf. Es war eine unbewusste, ja
fast beschwörende Geste, als wollte man ein wildes
Tier besänftigen oder eine irrationale Angst bannen.
Die verführerische Wächterin des Pavillons war zum
beliebten Photomotiv geworden. Aber sie war viel
mehr als nur eine sympathische Gesellin, neben der
man für ein Erinnerungsphoto aus der Lagunenstadt
posiert. Das schmiedeeiserne Tier ist Skulptur und
Linie in einem, eine Linie, die sich durch die Räumlichkeiten zog wie ein Strich über ein Blatt Papier.
In typischer Manier liess der Walliser Künstler Valentin Carron diese Schlange nicht nur einen Parcours
vorgeben, sondern hinterfragte auch den Stellenwert
des Kunstwerks und die Bedeutung der Skulptur,
ohne vor dem Gebrauch archaischer Symbole und
archetypischer Formen oder vor Bezügen zur Kunstgeschichte zurückzuschrecken.

Die Skulptur stand im Zentrum von Carrons Werk,
der (wie schon oft betont wurde) mit den Strategien
der Appropriation Art arbeitet. Durch die Neugestaltung mit anderen Materialien und die Nachbildung
existierender Kunstwerke und Formen verleiht er
ihnen eine neue Bedeutung, indem er sie in einen
neuen Kontext überführt, auch in den seiner eigenen Generation. Letztendlich geht es ihm um die
Wiederbelebung eines Wissens über Ästhetik und
die Funktionen der Form, das im Laufe der Jahrhunderte vergessen ging, doch ohne jemals in Nostalgie
zu verfallen. Auf seiner Suche lässt sich Carron, nicht
ohne eine Prise feinen Humors, immer wieder von
Kunst im öffentlichen Raum inspirieren. Oder auch
von weniger erhabenen architektonischen Details
und dekorativen Elementen, die ihm zuweilen in
seiner Heimatregion, wo er auch lebt, oder auf seinen Reisen begegnen. Dabei entwickelt der Künstler
konsequenterweise auch einen Diskurs über Regionalismen und nicht zuletzt über die Deutungsmissverständnisse im Zusammenhang mit der Idee des
Modernen. Während «modern» für das breitere Publikum vor allem «neu» bedeuten dürfte und oftmals
gleichbedeutend ist mit «unverständlich», gilt das Interesse Carrons den Vorstellungen des Unüblichen
und dem damit einhergehenden Missbrauch.

G I O V A N N I C A R M I N E ist Direktor der Kunsthalle Sankt
Gallen. Er war der Kurator des Schweizer Pavillons der 55. Biennale von Venedig.
P A R K E T T 93 2 013
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VALENTIN CARRON, YOU THEY THEY I YOU (DU SIE SIE ICH DU), 2013 / CIAO N° 6, 2013.

Carrons Schlange war ein Ungeheuer mit zwei
Köpfen. Dieses Detail erschliesst sich jedoch erst,
wenn man den Windungen bis zum Schluss folgte:
Der Kopf, der den Besucher am Eingang empfing,
wiederholte sich am anderen Ende des Schlangenkörpers, der über die Umfassungsmauer ragte.
Der Künstler bezeichnete die Schlange als eine Art
Wächterin des Pavillons, deren Aufgabe es sei, den
Besucher auf dem vorgegebenen Rundgang bis nach
draussen zu geleiten. Mit ihren 80 Metern Länge
schlängelte sie sich – wenngleich formal fast auf eine
einfache dunkle metallene Linie reduziert – durch

den modernistischen, ultraleichten Bau von Bruno
Giacometti aus dem Jahr 1952 und wurde zu einem
wichtigen dekorativen Element. Der Titel YOU THEY
THEY I YOU (Du Sie Sie Ich Du) suggeriert mit seiner Pronomenhäufung die mäandrierenden Windungen der Schlange durch die Ausstellungsräume
und verweist darüber hinaus auf die Werk-BesucherKünstler-Raum-Beziehung. Das in seinem Minimalismus spektakuläre Werk ist die komplexeste Anfertigung einer ganzen Serie von schmiedeeisernen
Schlangen in Carrons Schaffen. Sie sind die Früchte
eines Kunstdiebstahls, ein umgedeutetes Detail der
33
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VALENTIN CARRON, DIE ZERBROCHENE BRÜCKE EURER REINEN ABER UNERWARTETEN INFAMIEN
(THE BROKEN BRIDGE OF YOUR PURE BUT UNEXPECTED INFAMIES), 2013 /
YOU THEY THEY I YOU (DU SIE SIE ICH DU), 2013.
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VALENTIN CARRON, THE SUFFERING WATERFALL IS MOCKING THE WHIMSICAL FOUNTAIN, 2013, polystyrene,
fiberglass, acrylic resin, acrylic paint, varnish, 83 1 / 8 x 132 5 / 8 x 3 1 / 2 ” / DER LEIDENDE WASSERFALL MOKIERT SICH
ÜBER DEN WUNDERLICHEN BRUNNEN, Polystyrol, Fiberglas, Acrylharz, Acrylfarbe, Lack, 211 x 337 x 9 cm.

Fenstergitter einer Zürcher Kaserne des ausgehenden neunzehnten Jahrhunderts, bestehend aus zwei
Schlangenköpfen zum Fixieren der Stangen. Carron
bringt hier also die Hierarchien ins Spiel, indem er
ein dekoratives und zugleich funktionales Detail in
eine Skulptur umwandelt, die in ihrer Autonomie
einen Ausstellungsraum belegt und ihn so ganz in
Beschlag nimmt. In diesem Sinne definiert der
Künstler eine Funktion neu und bannt metaphorisch
auch das Gefühl der Angst, das landläufig mit diesem
Tier assoziiert wird. Der Betrachter ist eingeladen,
frei zu assoziieren in den Bedeutungen, die ein so
universelles und ikonographisch reiches Symbol wie
die Schlange bereithält – von den biblischen Vorstellungen des Bösen bis zu Aby Warburgs Vortrag über
das Schlangenritual.
Statt sich spektakulär vom venezianischen Gewimmel abzuheben, hat sich Valentin Carron für eine

«klassische» Ausstellung entschieden. Er zeigte bereits bekannte Arbeiten, die eigens für die Biennale
neu hergestellt wurden. Auch dies eine Art Appropriation im 1952 von Bruno Giacometti entworfenen Pavillon, dessen Raumfolge eigens für Gemälde, Skulptur und Druckgraphik konzipiert wurde. Carron
machte die Funktionalität des Pavillons wieder sichtbar: Im Saal, den Giacometti für Skulptur vorgesehen hatte, erhob sich YOU THEY THEY I YOU wie eine
räumliche Parabel, während sechs Wandarbeiten,
summarisch DIE ZERBROCHENE BRÜCKE EURER REINEN ABER UNERWARTETEN INFAMIEN (2013) betitelt,
an abstrakte grossformatige Ölmalereien erinnerten.
Auch diese Arbeiten sind Repliken architektonischer
Details, in diesem Fall Harzglas-Reproduktionen
von Fenstern, die ein Palais der Académie Royale
des Beaux-Arts in Brüssel schmücken. Diese Fenster
wurden nach dem «dalles de verre»-Verfahren her35
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gestellt; bei diesem werden Glaselemente in Zement
gegossen; sie sind typisch für öffentliche und sakrale
Bauten der Nachkriegszeit. Bei Carron verlieren sie
ihre Funktionalität und mutieren zu reinen Kompositionen, die einer strengen, repetitiven Sparsamkeit
gehorchen. Mit seinen architektonischen Entlehnungen geht Carron ähnlich vor wie Gordon MattaClark, mit dem Unterschied, dass er das Volumen in
Bilder mit starker haptischer und rhythmischer Wirkung überführt. Bei ihrem Anblick verspürte der Betrachter ein Gefühl der Entfremdung, ja sogar regelrechte Ausschliessung, denn statt sich wie in Brüssel
an dem spektakulären Licht zu erfreuen, das durch
die bunten Glasfenster fällt, wurde er gezwungen,
ein opak gewordenes architektonisches Detail frontal anzuschauen.
Die Mauer als Grundelement der Architektur ist
ebenfalls ein wiederkehrendes Motiv in Valentin
Carrons Werk. Aber nicht nur als trennendes und
daher für den Standort des Betrachters bestimmendes Element, sondern auch als Träger einer Oberfläche mit spezifischen ästhetischen Eigenschaften. In
diesem Sinne ist auch der womöglich feinste Eingriff
im Schweizer Pavillon zu deuten: zwei Wände, ausstaffiert mit einem weissen Baumwollstoff, den ein
feines blaues Gitternetz überzieht. Durch diesen fast
unsichtbaren Eingriff liess sich einerseits eine leichte
Vibration im Raum erzeugen, andererseits wurde der
modernistische Pavillon in das architektonische Umfeld Venedigs eingebettet, wo Stoffe und Wandbekleidungen die wichtigsten Schmuckelemente in den
Palazzi sind.
In den Arbeiten von Valentin Carron wird häufig und gerne das Register gewechselt, und wie kaum
ein anderer versteht er es, Brutalität und Eleganz in
einem Raum koexistieren zu lassen und eine grosse
narrative Spannung zu erzeugen. Und so schmückten die Wände des Pavillons, statt eines lieblichen
textilen Bezugs, in rhythmischer Abfolge verteilt acht
Bronzeplastiken mit dem Titel AZURE, URANIUM,
UMBRAGE (Azur, Uran, Anstoss, 2013), die Posaunen, Tuben und andere Blasinstrumente in einem
deformierten Zustand zeigten. Sie sind inspiriert
vom «Nouveau Réalisme tardif», wie ihn der Künstler
selber definiert, das heisst von der Wiederholung –
mit allerlei Fehldeutungen vermutlich – durch einen

Epigonen. Doch statt ihr Publikum im Museum zu
finden, enden diese Nachahmungsversuche meistens
an den Wänden irgendwelcher Bars in der Provinz.
Carrons Bronzeplastiken sind das Resultat eines performativen Aktes, bei dem der Künstler, nicht ohne
einen Anflug von Ironie, einen cholerischen Wutanfall simuliert und echte Instrumente zertritt. Der
brutale Akt wird durch das anschliessende Giessen
in Bronze festgehalten, geradezu eingefroren und
gleichzeitig durch das Material nobilitiert.
Auch das Mofa Piaggio Ciao im Innenhof des Pavillons spiegelte diesen auf die fruchtbare Koexistenz der Gegensätze abzielenden künstlerischen
Gestus wider. Während AZURE, URANIUM, UMBRAGE
das Resultat eines destruktiven Aktes sind, ist CIAO
N° 6 das Ergebnis einer akribischen Restaurierung.
Mit diesem Objekt dringt Carron in sämtliche Problematiken des Restaurierungsprozesses und der
Wiederherstellung des Originals ein. Wie weit kann
ich mich vorwagen? Wie weit dürfen oder sollen die
Änderungen gehen? Das Endergebnis ist dann eine
Art modifiziertes Readymade, wie die Kunsthistoriker vermutlich sagen würden, vor allem aber ist es
eine Hommage an die im Verschwinden begriffene
europäische Industriekultur. CIAO N° 6 ist in diesem
Sinne nicht nur eine Pop-Ikone, es wird nachgerade
zu einem Monument, das hundert Jahre nach dem
Futurismus die Ideen der Geschwindigkeit und Moderne einerseits und andererseits die Erinnerungen
und Wünsche der Jugend feiert.
Valentin Carron hat sich die Biennale mit ihren
Eigenheiten zunutze gemacht, um seine eigene Erkundung fortzusetzen und zu verfeinern, in deren
Mittelpunkt die Komplexität der Skulptur im zeitgenössischen Kontext steht. Carrons Diskurs ist elegant in seiner Wirkungskraft, eben weil er sich für
die Koexistenz der Gegensätze, die Vermischung der
Funktionen und die Einbeziehung des Betrachters in
seine Gedankenabläufe entschieden hat. Es ist nicht
wirklich von Belang, wenn ein konzeptionell und formal so präzise entwickeltes Werk wie die Schlange
im Schweizer Pavillon für den Kunst-Touristen zum
Motiv für ein Erinnerungsphoto wird. Im Gegenteil,
um so besser, das Werk erhält dadurch noch eine zusätzliche Funktion.
(Übersetzung: Caroline Gutberlet)
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VALENTIN CARRON,
YOU THEY THEY I YOU, 2013, iron, 311’ /
DU SIE SIE ICH DU, Eisen, 95 m.
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Perhaps you smile at me. I could not stop for that—My business is Circumference.
—Emily Dickinson, Letter to T. W. Higginson, July 1862
How wrong Emily Dickinson was! Hope is not “the thing with feathers.” The thing
with feathers has turned out to be my nephew. I must take him to a specialist in Zurich.
—Woody Allen, Without Feathers (1975)

DAVID BRESLIN

Ca r r i on :
Valentin
Carron’s
R e s t o r a t i on
Act

Valentin Carron’s restored moped was taking sun the first time I saw it at the Swiss Pavilion
in Venice. Its lush Oxford blue body, a deeper shade than the azure of the ornament on its
front, greedily sucked in the light while the chrome of the wheel covers coughed it back up
in blinding little blasts. Propped on its kickstand, still as immobile as the run-down patient
Carron rescued, the Piaggio Ciao convalesced on its own, under the open sky and in the
walled garden, mutely receiving visitors. It was raining the next day I visited the Biennale,
and someone had moved the Ciao under cover to keep it dry. The blue now seemed dull, the
metal more like granite. If yesterday the patient seemed to be in remission, today relapse and
recurrence—the threat of rust in that damp, salt air—crept into view.
The Ciao was the cheapest line of mopeds made by Piaggio, of which the stylish Vespa
is the most deluxe and fashionable. Basically a motorized bicycle, the Ciao is nothing but
utilitarian, with Carron going so far as to describe it as the moped “of choice for adolescents
and drunkards who have had their licenses revoked—a vehicle of marginality.” 1) But in 2006,
after nearly forty years of production, Piaggio discontinued it. The polished and buffed Ciao
that Carron presents first registers as your everyday readymade, the once lowly object tranD A V I D B R E S L I N is associate director of the Research and Academic Program at the Sterling and Francine
Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, Massachusetts, as well as the Clark’s associate curator of contemporary
programs.
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VALENTIN CARRON, installation view, Swiss Pavilion, Venice Biennale, 2013 / Installationsansicht.

substantiated by purchase, transport, and installation within those resonant garden walls. But
what Carron offers in this centenary of Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel is not the assisted readymade
of that famous stool-and-wheel hybrid or the hermetically sealed, brand-new vacuum cleaners that Jeff Koons began exhibiting in the early 1980s. Instead, Carron presents us with the
restored—the abject, abandoned, sold, or unwanted nursed back to a state that approximates
what it would have been if it had been cared for (or not used at all).
A step, however, precedes the activity of restoration—an activity adjacent to a contemporary sculptural (and cultural) ethos of recycling and one indebted to various theorizations
of appropriation—and that is the work of salvaging. The trope of salvaging and the salvaged
precedes the Duchampian readymade and the Surrealist objet trouvé and burrows deep into
the origins of modernity. With the rapid rise of finance capital, urbanization, and industrialization in nineteenth-century Europe, newly transformed cities teemed with the rejected
items and wreckage of the places that used to be. The disclaimed, for writers like Charles
Baudelaire and later Walter Benjamin, became inseparable from the new of the burgeoning
consumer culture. Take, for example, Baudelaire’s description of the work of the ragpicker
in Haussmann’s Paris:
Here we have a man whose job it is to gather the day’s refuse in the capital. Everything that the big city
has thrown away, everything it has lost, everything it has scorned, everything it has crushed underfoot
he catalogues and collects. He collates the annals of intemperance, the capharnaum of waste. He sorts
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things out and selects judiciously; he collects, like a miser guarding a treasure, refuse which will assume
the shape of useful or gratifying objects between the jaws of the goddess of Industry.2)
Carron’s judicious salvaging of the humble and discontinued moped gestures toward two
exemplars of the refused: an object lost both to the vagaries of fashion and to an economy
geared to higher profits as well as a marginalized population bereft of the utilitarian objects
that participate in the daily acts that add to subsistence (i.e., a cheap ride to work).
If the act of salvaging as an aesthetic act has its roots in the nineteenth century, a concerted interest in the restoration and protection of cultural patrimony dates from the same
period. With the founding of the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings in 1877, the
polymath William Morris ecumenically articulated the range of objects qualified for preservation. He wrote, “If, for the rest, it be asked us to specify what kind of amount of art, style,
or other interest in a building, makes it worth protecting, we answer, anything which can be
looked on as artistic, picturesque, historical, antique, or substantial: any work, in short, over
which educated, artistic people would think it worthwhile to argue at all.” But is it worth arguing over the Piaggio Ciao? Or is it the connotative significance of this discontinued vehicle,
used by the working poor, kids, and drunks, that makes it worthy of restoration and historical
reflection? But perhaps salvaging and restoration are just the aesthetic counter-reaction to
that much older activity of destruction that plagues history and modernism alike.
The familiar narrative about Carron’s art grounds it in “Swissness.” His reproductions and
reconstructions of vernacular items such as architectural details, religious imagery, public
statues, and tourist tchotchkes from the canton of Valais where he was born and continues
to live have been regarded as equally critical, cynical, and comical in their take on the visual
culture of national idioms and identities. I would contend that looking at the Piaggio Ciao
through the snow globe of Swissness permits us to see it, like the Italian name itself, as both
a greeting to Carron’s familiar themes and a goodbye to a formal and appropriative agenda
that has dominated his work. In interviews, and often repeated in the literature about his
work, the artist points to the construction of a Swiss national identity in a turbulent nineteenth century through objects and images that evoked a shared, pastoral idyll—the “Heidi
Land” aesthetic—and that subsequently trumped parochial and provincial (and political)
differences.3) His previous practice has sought to reveal the speciousness of these claims to
authenticity by reproducing those very signs of Swissness in contradictory materials (the typical carved wooden bear remade in resin) and absurd exaggeration (the countryside cross
now at a height of forty feet and plopped in front of Art Basel’s main venue).
Nothing about the Piaggio Ciao, however, necessarily reads as Swiss or connotes Switzerland. True, the mopeds can be found in Carron’s canton, yet they can also be spotted in
Calcutta, Karachi, Cleveland, or Caracas. But what if Carron’s sculptural activity of restoring
has itself become the culturally freighted and symbolically loaded process? What if, at least
for this series of moped sculptures, he has traded the iconography of Switzerland for an
act—to restore—that has its own Swiss mythology, lore, history, and claims of authenticity?
Along with the anonymous figure of the ragpicker that haunts modernism, it is the Romantic
notion of the consumptive—the dreamy, otherworldly, and delicate figure ravaged by tuber-

VALENTIN CARRON, UNTITLED, 2009, wood, steel, paint, 433 1 / 8 x 247 1 / 4 x 43 1 / 4 ”
(sculpture), 43 1 / 4 x 247 1 / 4 x 247 1 / 4 ” (base) / OHNE TITEL, Eichen- und Tannenholz,
verzinkter Stahl, Farbe, 1100 x 628 x 110 cm (Skulptur), 110 x 628 x 628 cm (Sockel).
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Restaurierter Piaggio Ciao, 105 x 160 x 64 cm.

Piaggio Ciao restored, 41 3 / 8 x 63 x 25 1 / 4 ” /

VALENTIN CARRON, CIAO N° 6, 2013,
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culosis—that wheezes and limps from the nineteenth into the twentieth century. In books
such as Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain and in reports from patients like Robert Louis
Stevenson, the tortures of tuberculosis are countered by the restorative powers (or at least
attempts) found in Switzerland: the sanatorium, the milk cure, rest and elusive recuperation,
the altitude and dry air of the Alps once thought ideal to return the consumptive to health.
By adopting “to restore” as a Swiss act that also has a sculptural equivalent (an elegant
elaboration of Richard Serra’s Verb List of 1967–68), Carron escapes direct recourse to a
known image or object familiar to a consumer of Swiss culture. In so doing, he is able to
extend a discourse about national representation that is endemic to his practice without
reproducing the critiqued thing itself. Emphasizing the activity of restoration also permits
him to engage in the very processes of transformation—the processes of sanitization—that
generally attend the passage of an innocent object into a coded and static cultural signifier.
Indeed, it is possible to see the act as double-headed if not Janus-faced. Restoration can be
seen simultaneously as the generous and precarious act that endows the compromised object
with the functionality to endure and as the obfuscating mechanics that efface wear and deny
histories of use. That is, Carron’s work on the Ciao reveals any concept of restoration as a cohesive cultural value to be as conflicted and constructed as any cultural sign. In the popular
conception of the Swiss sanatorium, it is generally the foreigner who comes to find the cure
that already resides there in that preternaturally healthy place. Thus, the Ciao, product of
Italy, comes to Switzerland and is healed. If the newly pristine machine conjures the dream-state
of a national idyll, it is one where that which could harm always comes from outside and that
which heals is already within. The phobic object of the nation-state—the immigrant, the foreigner—is now shrouded in Swissness.
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For this reason, the taking of the Ciao as the object for Carron’s act of restoration is far from
a neutral selection. Made in Italy, wealthy Switzerland’s poorest direct neighbor, with whom
it shares its longest border, the Ciao is not only a product of international trade and the
cheapest vehicle available for the least affluent Swiss; it can also be imagined as an economic
refugee. A humble object, the Ciao not only stands in for the death of Italian industry4) but
emblematizes a period of economic cataclysm in Europe that has caused some rich countries,
including Switzerland, to engage in isolationist acts. During the week that the Venice Biennale opened, it was reported that Switzerland, for the first time, had applied its European
Union immigration quotas, a “safeguard clause” included in the 1999 “Agreement on the
Free Movement of Persons” between the Swiss Confederation and the EU, whereby right of
entry, residence, and access to paid work is afforded to European and Swiss nationals alike.
Immigration is blamed for Switzerland’s tepid 0.6% economic growth in the year’s first quarter (compared to 1.1% in 2012) as well as an overheated real-estate market. It would seem
that any ill is the immigrant’s fault.
In this context, the Ciao becomes the symbol of the economic troubles that surround
and threaten to suffocate Switzerland. But that hardy vehicle, with its fifty-cc engine and
maximum speed of thirty miles per hour, is also a reminder of the precarious position of the
rider who trembles along on the shoulder of the road. He sits in our rearview mirror, as if
immobile. As fortunates, we leave him in the dust.

Fiberglas, Kunstharz, Acrylfarbe, Scharniere, 72 x 169 x 169 cm.

resin, acrylic paint, hinges, 28 3 / 8 x 66 1 / 2 x 27 1 / 8 ” / KISTE, Styropor,

VALENTIN CARRON, COFFRE (CHEST), 2009, Styrofoam, fiberglass,

1) Carron, quoted in Aoife Rosenmeyer, “Valentin Carron in the Studio” in Art in America, March 2013, p. 137.
2) Charles Baudelaire, “On Wine and Hashish” in Artificial Paradises (ed. and trans. Stacy Diamond), New York:
Citadel Press, p. 7.
3) Carron, quoted in Fabrice Stroun, Valentin Carron (Zurich: Pro Helvetia, 2004), n.p.
4) See Rosenmeyer, “Valentin Carron in the Studio,” p. 137, where Carron suggests this.
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VALENTIN CARRON, PORTRAIT DU VIEUX ZAZOU (PORTRAIT OF THE OLD ZAZOU), 2009,
Tiflex on tarpaulin, galvanized steel tubing, black paint, 18 1 / 8 x 12 5 / 8 x 1” / PORTRAIT DES ALTEN ZAZOU,
Tiflex auf Plane, galvanisierte Stahlröhren, schwarze Farbe, 46 x 32 x 2,5 cm.
(PHOTO: STEFAN ALTENBURGER)
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VALENTIN CARRON, LES CAPTIVES (THE PRISONERS), 2007,
Tiflex on tarpaulin, copper pipe, wire strap, 31 1 / 8 x 28 3 / 8 x 3 / 4 ” /
DIE GEFANGENEN, Tiflex auf Plane, Kupferröhren, Kabelbinder, 79 x 72 x 2 cm.
(PHOTO: STEFAN ALTENBURGER)
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Vielleicht lächeln Sie mir zu. Anhalten könnt’ ich dafür nicht:
meine Sache ist die Peripherie.
– Emily Dickinson, Brief an T. W. Higginson, Juli 1862
DAVID BRESLIN

Wie sehr Emily Dickinson irrte! Die Hoffnung ist nicht «das Ding mit Federn».
Das Ding mit Federn ist, wie sich herausstellt, mein Neffe. Ich muss mit ihm zu
einem Spezialisten in Zürich.
– Woody Allen, Ohne Leit kein Freud

V a l entin
C a rro ns
A kt der
W i e d e rh erstellu n g
Valentin Carrons restauriertes Moped nahm gerade ein Sonnenbad, als ich es zum ersten
Mal im Schweizer Pavillon in Venedig sah. Sein üppig geformter, dunkelblauer Körper – der
Farbton etwas tiefer als das Azurblau des Ornaments vorne – saugte gierig das Licht ein, während das Chrom der Radkappen dieses in blendenden kleinen Lichtexplosionen zurückwarf.
Gestützt auf seinen Ständer, nach wie vor so reglos wie der abgetakelte Patient, den Carron
gerettet hatte, erholte die Piaggio Ciao sich auf eigene Faust, unter freiem Himmel im eingefriedeten Garten, wo sie stumm Besucher empfing. Als ich am nächsten Tag die Biennale
erneut besuchte, regnete es und jemand hatte die Ciao unter eine Abdachung geschoben,
um sie trocken zu halten. Das Blau wirkte nun stumpf und das Metall eher wie Granit. Hatte
der Patient am Tag zuvor noch so ausgesehen, als sei er in Remission, so schlichen sich jetzt
Rückfall und Rezidiv – die Rostgefahr in jener feuchten, salzhaltigen Luft – ins Bild.
Die Ciao war die billigste der Motorroller-Baureihen des Herstellers Piaggio, unter denen
die stilvolle Vespa die luxuriöseste und modischste ist. Die Ciao ist im Grunde ein motorisiertes Fahrrad und reines Zweckmoped, wobei Carron sogar so weit geht, sie als das «bevorzugte Mofa für Jugendliche und des Führerscheins entledigte Säufer – ein Fahrzeug der
Randständigkeit» zu beschreiben.1) Aber im Jahr 2006 stellte Piaggio nach fast vierzig Jahren
ihre Fabrikation ein. Die hochglanzpolierte Ciao, die Carron präsentiert, registriert man
D A V I D B R E S L I N is associate director of the Research and Academic Program at the Sterling and Francine
Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, Massachusetts, as well as the Clark’s associate curator of contemporary
programs.
P A R K E T T 9 3 2 013
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Polystyrol, Fiberglas, Kunstharz, Farbe, 330 cm, Durchmesser Sockel 90 cm.

acrylic resin, paint, 129 7 / 8 ” diameter of base 35 1 / 2 ” / BLINDER BÄR,

VALENTIN CARRON, BLIND BEAR, 2000, polystyrene, fiberglass,
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zunächst als alltägliches Readymade, das einst bescheidene Objekt, verwandelt durch den
Kauf, den Transport und nun die Installation innerhalb der widerhallenden Gartenmauern.
Doch das, womit Carron zu dieser Jahrhundertfeier von Duchamps Fahrrad-Rad aufwartet,
ist nicht das begleitende Readymade zu jener berühmten Hocker-und-Rad-Kombination und
auch nicht wie die hermetisch versiegelten, nagelneuen Staubsauger, die Jeff Koons Anfang
der 1980er-Jahre auszustellen begann. Stattdessen bietet Carron uns das Instandgesetzte dar:
das Erbärmliche, Verlassene, Veräusserte oder Ungewollte, das wieder aufgepäppelt und in
annähernd den Zustand versetzt wurde, in dem es sich befunden hätte, wäre es sorgfältig
gepflegt (oder überhaupt nie gebraucht) worden.
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VALENTIN CARRON, L’INTOLÉRANCE (INTOLERANCE),

VALENTIN CARRON, LE MÉPRIS (CONTEMPT), 2009,

2009, polystyrene, fiberglass, resin, acrylic,

polystyrene, fiberglass, resin, acrylic, 26 3 / 4 x 55 1 / 2 x 6 7 / 8 ” /

26 3 / 4 x 55 1 / 2 x 6 7 / 8 ” / DIE INTOLERANZ, Polystyrol,

DIE VERACHTUNG, Polystyrol, Fiberglas, Harz, Acrylfarbe,

Fiberglas, Harz, Acrylfarbe, 68 x 92 x 17,5 cm.

68 x 92 x 17,5 cm.

Ein Schritt geht allerdings dem Akt der Wiederherstellung – einer an das zeitgenössische
bildhauerische (und kulturelle) Ethos des Recycelns angelehnten sowie verschiedenen Appropriationstheorien verpflichteten Tätigkeit – voran, und das ist die Arbeit der Rettung.
Der Topos der Rettung und des Geretteten ist älter als das Duchampsche Readymade und
das surrealistische objet trouvé und rührt an die tiefsten Wurzeln der Moderne. Im Zuge der
rasanten Zunahme von Finanzkapital, Urbanisierung und Industrialisierung im Europa des
neunzehnten Jahrhunderts wimmelten die frisch verwandelten Städte nur so von verworfenen Dingen und Trümmern der Orte von einst. Im Verworfenen sahen Schriftsteller wie
Charles Baudelaire und später Walter Benjamin etwas, was untrennbar mit dem Neuen der
aufkeimenden Konsumkultur verbunden war. Betrachten wir zum Beispiel Baudelaires Schilderung der Arbeit des Lumpensammlers im Paris von Georges-Eugène Haussmann:
Hier ist der Mann, der die Aufgabe hat, die Abfälle eines Grossstadttages zu sammeln. Der alles,
was die grosse Stadt fortgeworfen hat, alles, was sie verloren hat, alles, was sie verachtet, alles, was sie
zerschlagen hat, verzeichnen und sammeln wird. Er liest in den Archiven des Lasters nach, im Auswurf
Sodoms. Er trifft eine kluge Auswahl; wie der Geistige den Schatz, sammelt er den Schmutz auf, der durch
die Gottheit der Industrie wiedergekaut, wieder zu brauchbaren oder Luxusgegenständen wird.2)
Carrons kluge Rettung des ärmlichen und aufgegebenen Mofas verweist auf zwei Grundmuster des Verworfenen: ein Objekt, das sowohl den Launen der Mode als auch einer auf
immer höhere Profite ausgerichteten Wirtschaft entzogen ist; beziehungsweise auf eine randständige Bevölkerung, der die Gegenstände zur täglichen Bestreitung des Lebensunterhalts
(mit anderen Worten, einer billigen Fahrt zur Arbeit) entzogen sind.
Hat der Akt der Rettung als ästhetischer Akt seine Wurzeln im neunzehnten Jahrhundert, so geht das konzertierte Interesse an der Wiederherstellung und Bewahrung kulturellen Erbes auf die gleiche Zeit zurück. Mit der Gründung der Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings im Jahr 1877 umriss der vielseitig gebildete William Morris grosszügig das
Spektrum jener Objekte, die für den Denkmalschutz infrage kamen. «Würden wir im Übrigen gebeten, näher zu bestimmen, welches Mass an Kunst, Stil oder sonstiger Bedeutung an
einem Bauwerk dieses schützenswert mache, so würden wir sagen: alles, was als künstlerisch,
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malerisch, historisch, antik oder bedeutend betrachtet werden kann, kurzum, jedes Werk
über das zu streiten gebildete, künstlerische Personen überhaupt lohnenswert finden.» Doch
lohnt es sich, über die Piaggio Ciao zu streiten? Oder ist dieses aufgegebene, von Erwerbsarmen, Kindern und Säufern benutzte Gefährt aufgrund seiner konnotativen Bedeutung der
Wiederherstellung und historischen Reflexion würdig? Vielleicht ist Rettung und Instandsetzung aber einfach nur die ästhetische Gegenreaktion zu jenem wesentlich älteren Akt der
Zerstörung, der die Geschichte ebenso wie die Moderne heimsucht.
Darstellungen von Carrons Kunst verankern diese üblicherweise in der sogenannten
«Swissness». Seine Nachbildungen und Rekonstruktionen traditioneller Elemente wie architektonischer Details, religiöser Bildmotive, öffentlicher Standbilder und touristischer Nippes
aus dem Kanton Wallis, wo er geboren wurde und bis heute lebt, sind als gleichermassen
kritisch, zynisch und komisch in ihrer Einstellung zur Bildkultur nationaler Ausdrucksweisen
und Identitäten angesehen worden. Ich würde behaupten, dass die Betrachtung der Piaggio
Ciao durch die Schneekugel der «Swissness» es uns erlaubt, sie – ebenso wie den italienischen
Namen per se – als Reverenz an die vertrauten Themen Carrons und als Verabschiedung von
einem formalen, appropriativen Programm zu betrachten, das sein Werk bisher dominiert
hat. In Gesprächen – und in der Literatur zu seinem Werk vielfach aufgegriffen – verweist der
Künstler auf die Konstruktion einer nationalen Schweizer Identität in einem turbulenten 19.
Jahrhundert anhand von Objekten und Bildern, die eine gemeinsame ländliche Idylle – die
Heidiland-Ästhetik – beschworen und anschliessend über örtliche und provinzielle (wie auch
politische) Unterschiede triumphierten.3) In seiner bisherigen künstlerischen Praxis hatte
er versucht, die Wahnhaftigkeit jener Ansprüche auf Authentizität aufzuzeigen, indem er
ebensolche Zeichen der «Swissness» in widersprüchlichen Materialien oder absurd vergrössert nachbildete (der typische geschnitzte Holzbär neu aufgelegt in Kunstharz; das ländliche
Kreuz nunmehr über 12 Meter hoch und aufgerichtet vor der Basler Messehalle, dem Schauplatz der Art Basel).
Nichts an der Piaggio Ciao ist unbedingt schweizerisch oder deutet auch nur mittelbar
auf die Schweiz hin. Gewiss, den Mofas begegnet man in Carrons Kanton, man sieht sie aber
auch in Kalkutta, Karatschi, Cleveland oder Caracas. Was aber, wenn Carrons bildhauerische
Arbeit des Wiederherstellens nunmehr selbst der kulturell befrachtete und symbolisch aufgeladene Prozess ist? Was, wenn er zumindest bei dieser Serie der Motorroller-Plastiken die
Ikonographie der Schweiz für einen Akt – das Restaurieren – eingetauscht hat, der wiederum
eine eigene Schweizer Mythologie, Überlieferungen, Geschichte und Authentizitätsansprüche hat? Neben der anonymen, die Moderne durchgeisternden Gestalt des Lumpensammlers humpelt das romantische Bild vom Schwindsüchtigen – der verträumten, jenseitigen,
schwächlichen, von der Tuberkulose schwer gezeichneten Figur – keuchend vom neunzehnten ins zwanzigste Jahrhundert. In Romanen wie Thomas Manns Zauberberg und in Berichten
von Patienten wie Robert Louis Stevenson sind es die in der Schweiz zu findenden Heilkräfte
(oder zumindest Heilversuche), die den Folterqualen der Tuberkulose entgegenwirken: das
Sanatorium, die Milchkur, Ruhe und eine nicht leicht zu erzielende Erholung, die Höhe und
trockene Luft der Alpen, die einst als ideal für eine Gesundung des Schwindsüchtigen galten.
Indem er sich das «Wiederherstellen» als einen schweizerischen Akt zu Eigen macht, der
zudem eine bildhauerische Entsprechung hat (eine elegante Weiterschreibung von Richard
Serras Verb List aus den Jahren 1967/68), vermeidet Carron den unmittelbaren Rückgriff auf
ein für Konsumenten Schweizer Kultur vertrautes Motiv oder Objekt. Dabei gelingt es ihm,
einen für seine Praxis typischen Diskurs zu nationaler Darstellung weiterzuentwickeln, ohne
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die kritisierte Sache selbst zu reproduzieren. Die Betonung der Handlung des Wiederherstellens erlaubt es ihm zudem, sich genau mit jenen Prozessen der Verwandlung – der Sanitisierung – zu beschäftigen, die sich gemeinhin mit dem Übergang eines unschuldigen Objektes
in einen verschlüsselten und statischen kulturellen Signifikanten verbinden.
Es ist tatsächlich möglich, den Akt als doppelgesichtig, ja, janusköpfig zu betrachten. Im
Restaurieren kann man sowohl den grosszügigen und heiklen Akt sehen, der dem gefährdeten
Gegenstand die Funktionalität verleiht, um zu überdauern, als auch die verschleiernde Mechanikerarbeit, die Verschleiss kaschiert und Nutzungsgeschichte verleugnet. Das heisst, Carrons
Arbeit an der Ciao macht deutlich, dass jedweder Begriff der Wiederherstellung als ein in sich
geschlossener kultureller Wert genauso widersprüchlich und konstruiert ist wie jedes andere
kulturelle Zeichen. Nach der landläufigen Vorstellung vom Schweizer Sanatorium ist es in der
Regel der Ausländer, der kommt und jene Heilung findet, die an diesem übernatürlich heilkräftigen Ort bereits vorhanden ist. Und so kommt eben auch die Ciao, ein Produkt Italiens,
in die Schweiz und wird geheilt. Sofern die von Neuem makellose Maschine den Traumzustand
einer nationalen Idylle beschwört, ist dies einer, bei dem alles möglicherweise Gefährdende
immer von aussen kommt und das Heilende bereits im Innern liegt. Das Angstobjekt des Nationalstaates – der Zuwanderer, der Ausländer – ist nunmehr in «Swissness» eingehüllt.
Aus diesem Grund ist die Wahl der Ciao als Gegenstand für den Carron’schen Akt der
Wiederherstellung alles andere als bedeutungsneutral. Hergestellt in Italien, dem ärmsten
der unmittelbaren Nachbarländer der reichen Schweiz, mit dem sie den längsten gemeinsamen Grenzabschnitt teilt, ist die Ciao nicht nur ein Produkt des internationalen Handels
und das billigste Fahrzeug, das den weniger wohlhabenden Schweizern zur Verfügung steht;
man kann sie sich auch als Wirtschaftsflüchtling vorstellen. Denn die bescheidene Ciao steht
stellvertretend für den Tod der italienischen Industrie4) und ist zugleich Sinnbild einer Zeit
der Wirtschaftskatastrophe in Europa, die einige reiche Länder, darunter die Schweiz, zu isolationistischem Verhalten veranlasst hat. In der gleichen Woche, in der die Biennale von Venedig eröffnet wurde, kam die Meldung, dass die Schweiz zum ersten Mal Zuwandererquoten
für acht EU-Mitgliedsstaaten auf der Grundlage der 1999 in das Freizügigkeitsabkommen mit
der Europäischen Union aufgenommenen sogenannten «Ventilklausel» eingeführt hatte,
ein Abkommen, das europäischen und Schweizer Staatsbürgern gleichermassen das Recht
gewähren sollte, Arbeitsplatz und Wohnsitz innerhalb der Staatsgebiete der Vertragsparteien
frei zu wählen. Die Zuwanderung wird für das laue Wirtschaftswachstum der Schweiz im ersten Quartal des Jahres (0,6% im Vergleich zu 1,1% im Vorjahr) sowie für einen überhitzten
Immobilienmarkt verantwortlich gemacht. Jedweder Missstand, so scheint es, ist die Schuld
der Zuwanderer.
Vor diesem Hintergrund wird die Ciao zum Symbol der wirtschaftlichen Probleme, die
die Schweiz umgeben und zu ersticken drohen. Jenes zählebige Fahrzeug mit seinen 50 cc
Hubraum und seinen 45 km/h Höchstgeschwindigkeit erinnert allerdings zugleich an die
prekäre Lage des Fahrers, der am äussersten Rand der Strasse dahinstottert. In unserem
Rückspiegel sitzt er wie reglos da, während wir Glückliche ihn im Staub zurücklassen.
(Übersetzung: Bram Opstelten)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Carron zit. bei Aoife Rosenmeyer, «Valentin Carron in the Studio», in Art in America, März 2013, S. 137.
Charles Baudelaire, Die künstlichen Paradiese, München 1925, Kap. 8.
Carron zit. bei Fabrice Stroun, Valentin Carron, Zürich, Pro Helvetia, 2004, o.S.
Siehe Rosenmeyer, «Valentin Carron in the Studio», S. 137, wo Carron darauf hinwies.
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VALENTIN CARRON, OROLOGIO III (CLOCK III), 2008, Styrofoam, gauze, wood, plaster, clock mechanism, aluminum,
emulsion paint, 102 3 / 8 x 82 5 / 8 x 7 7 / 8 ” / UHR III, Styropor, Gaze, Holz, Gips, Uhrwerk, Aluminium, Dispersion, 260 x 210 x 20 cm.
(PHOTO: STEFAN ALTENBURGER)
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LIONEL BOVIER

ON THE P LA S T IC
SITUATIONS OF
VAL E N T I N C A R R ON
A wall painted to create a grayish, roughcast effect;
a bear made of polyurethane resin, but looking as
though made of chopped wood; a series of modernist
sculptures of the kind that might adorn a roundabout
or a public square in a European country, but whose
preferred materials (marble, metal, concrete) are
all “translated” into painted resin; a Piaggio-brand
moped (of the Ciao series) restored to mint condition: Each of these objects, brought to life by Swiss
artist Valentin Carron, belongs, to a greater or lesser
degree, to the category of imitation—or, in French,
simili. The object may be something that pretends to
be something else (a simulation), or it may take the
place of something else (a surrogate), or it may degrade or transform the original in a manner that can
be deemed, according to a predetermined ideological schema, a loss (a substitute).
Carron’s work has often been seen as presenting a
dichotomy between true and false, original and copy,
authentic and kitsch (in the etymological sense of
the term as reductive transformation), and many critics—myself included—have viewed the artist’s body

of work as a form of appropriation.1) Something is
lacking, however, in this interpretation. One might
well wonder what the work of Pierre Menard—Jorge
Luis Borges’s fictional character, who has served as
a conceptual fulcrum for the practice of artists such
as Sherrie Levine—would have been like if he had
instead attempted to write a faux Don Quixote.2)
The appropriation argument assumes that displacement alone (from context, nature, or author)
suffices to grant the appropriated object a new meaning. In this way, to rewrite a historically situated text
(or rephotograph an image) in a “foreign” language
(that of another era or of someone else) and re-present it (as one’s own) modifies its meaning, and renders it irremediably other. As correct as this reasoning
may seem, it presupposes an origin (of the text or the
image) and a context of re-presentation (this gallery
or that museum today) that are immutable, as though
neutralized by digging into the delta of meaning. Of
course, this is more of a laboratory situation than an
empirical observation.
When Michelangelo Antonioni’s films L’avventura
and L’eclisse premiered in the early 1960s, polemical
debates broke out in the press as to their quality. The
films were described as “observations stripped of af-

L I O N E L B O V I E R is an art historian and curator. In 2004,
he founded the publishing house JRP |Ringier in Zurich, which
he directs to this day.
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VALENTIN CARRON, exhibition view Kunsthalle Zürich, 2007 / Ausstellungsansicht.
(PHOTO: A. BURGER)

place of the “movement-image”—the cause-and-effect
schema of classic cinema—Antonioni introduces the
“time-image,” whereby the viewer is projected “inside
time itself.”

fect” and were reproached for simply presenting a
person’s disappearance or a couple’s separation without dealing with the psychological repercussions. In
place of the afterward of drama, the characters seem
to exist in a time-out.
In his analysis of Antonioni’s method of presentation, Gilles Deleuze argued that the filmmaker replaced traditional drama with “pure optical drama.”3)
The philosopher contested the cliché of Italian
Neorealism as passive, explaining that it is a cinema
of the “seer” rather than the agent. If the films of
Antonioni can be “too much, too beautiful, or too
unjust,” this is a reflection of modern society itself,
which overwhelms our ability to act. We are continually placed in “optical and aural situations” where our
“sensory-motor chains break … and get jammed.” In

Valentin Carron’s SWEET REVOLUTION (2002) can
be described as a stack of three shapes made of faux
concrete: a cube balances atop a sphere, which sits on
a polyhedron. The sculpture’s elementary geometry,
dimensions (six and a half feet high, two and a half
feet wide), and apparent material suggest the work of
an artist of the mid-twentieth century, but one who
practices neither symbolic representation (as in classical sculpture, where every element would imply a
relationship with the world) nor radical abstraction
(as in, for example, Tony Smith’s 1962 DIE). In the
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VALENTIN CARRON, SWEET REVOLUTION, 2002, polystyrene, fiberglass, resin, acrylic, popper bottles, 78 3 / 4 x 31 1 / 2 x 31 1 / 2 ” /
SÜSSE REVOLUTION, Polystyrol, Fiberglas, Kunstharz, Acryl, Popperflaschen, 200 x 80 x 80 cm.
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VALENTIN CARRON, UNTITLED, 2005,
wall painting, 70 7 / 8 x 110 1 / 4 ” /
OHNE TITEL, Wandmalerei, 180 x 280 cm.

end, the work is thrust into the realm of decoration
and fails at being an object as well as being a monument.4) The imitation concrete seems appropriate
for an urban location, chosen to resist wear rather
than being an aesthetic decision. One could attribute
it to a follower of Max Bill, for example, but one can
be more or less certain that, in a typical setting, the
sculpture would be topped off with a jet of water to
serve as a fountain in a small public square, in some
provincial town characterized by a certain “modernity”—the International Style that spread after the
early modernist experimentations, a commodification much like today’s contemporary art.
When the work is installed in an exhibition, five
bottles of poppers are laid on its base—evidence of
a cheap way to get stoned that was particularly common in the 1980s. Thus, Carron confronts gallery visitors with more than just a copy or an expropriation
of a pre-existing sculpture: The form condenses the
observation of such sculptures and their uses. We can
imagine a group of more or less idle youths on a Saturday night in a small town that provides little stimulation. They lean their skateboards against one of the
lower edges of the sculpture and pull out their little
vials of poppers, which they sniff haltingly, between
laughter and casual conversation. Perhaps the summer warmth makes them want to stay outside a little
longer; perhaps this is only a stop on the way to other
nocturnal forays. They probably no longer even notice this monument in the middle of the small square
where they are in the habit of gathering. The signs
of a few closed stores illuminate and color this object to which they have become accustomed, which
represents nothing in particular and spurs no “rebellion” in them.
It is this sort of “optical situation” that the artist
offers us. In this sense, Carron’s art of imitation is

more a copy of a moment than an object, reinvesting appropriated forms with a sense of time and a
narrative dimension. As a formal analogy, compare 2
SHOES (1992) by Sherrie Levine with Carron’s BERTRAND (2010). For Levine’s work, an edition produced by Parkett, the artist hired a manufacturer to
make a pair of shoes like those she had found in a
second-hand shop and sold in an American gallery
at the start of her career.5) BERTRAND, on the other
hand, shows a partial view of legs adorned with a colored pair of socks with holes in them, cast in glass.
While the American artist makes reference to the history of the readymade, Carron freezes an observation
and delivers it to us like a time-image, a block of time
and sensations we can dive into, without drama or
explanation—but whose effects we could never really
feel if we limited ourselves to seeing in it nothing
more than the contours of a re-presentation.
(Translation: Stephen Sartarelli)
1) Lionel Bovier, Across/Art/Suisse/1975–2000 (Milan/Paris:
Skira/Le Seuil, 2001).
2) See Jorge Luis Borges, “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote” in Borges, A Reader (New York: Dutton, 1981).
3) All quotes in this paragraph are from Gilles Deleuze, Cinéma,
ed. by Claire Parnet and Richard Pinhas, 6 CD s (Paris: Gallimard,
2006).
4) See Tony Smith’s famous comments, cited by Robert Morris
in “Notes on Sculpture, Part 2,” Artforum (October 1966); reprinted in Gregory Battcock, ed., Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1995),
pp. 229–30.
5) In 1977, Levine presented “2 shoes for $2” at 3 Mercer Street
Store in New York.
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VALENTIN CARRON, “Pergola: Monsieur,” exhibition view Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2010 / Ausstellungsansicht. (PHOTO: ANDRÉ MORIN)
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LIONEL BOVIER

VA L E N T IN CA R R ONS

P LA STI S C H E
SITU AT IO N E N
Eine Wand mit einer Bemalung, die wie grauer Putz
wirkt; ein Bär aus Polyurethanharz, als wäre er mit
der Axt aus Holz gehauen; eine Serie modernistisch
anmutender Skulpturen von der Sorte, denen man
in Europa im öffentlichen Raum und in Verkehrskreiseln begegnet, nur dass die dort bevorzugten
Materialien (Marmor, Metall, Beton) durchwegs in
Kunstharz mit Farbanstrich «übersetzt» sind; ein Motorroller der Marke Piaggio (aus der Serie «Ciao»),
perfekt «wie neu» restauriert: All diese Objekte aus
der Hand des Schweizer Künstlers Valentin Carron
passen mehr oder minder «präzise» in eine Kategorie, die man mit «Simili» überschreiben könnte. Entweder handelt es sich um etwas, was vorgibt, etwas
anderes zu sein (ein Simulakrum oder eine Simulation), oder das Objekt nimmt den Platz von etwas
anderem ein (als Substitut oder Ersatz) oder aber es
entstellt, degradiert oder verwandelt dieses andere
auf eine Weise, die einem vorgegebenen ideologischen Raster entsprechend als Verlust zu beurteilen
ist (als synthetischer Ersatz oder Surrogat).
Kein Wunder also, dass die Rezeption dieses Werkes sich in der Polarität zwischen echt und falsch,

Original und Kopie oder Authentischem und Kitsch
(im etymologischen Sinn dieses Begriffs als «Verkitschung») verfing. Und dass man im Werk des Künstlers insgesamt eine Form von Appropriationskunst
zu erkennen glaubte. Ich habe mich seinerzeit selbst
darin versucht. Dennoch muss dieser Ansatz zwangsläufig lückenhaft bleiben.1) Man kann sich tatsächlich fragen, wie das Werk von Pierre Menard aussähe – jener fiktiven Figur von Jorge Luis Borges, die
für Künstler wie Sherrie Levine zum konzeptuellen
Dreh- und Angelpunkt wurde –, wenn er versucht
hätte, ein «Simile» des Don Quijote zu schreiben.2)
Der appropriative Ansatz geht davon aus, dass allein die Verlagerung (des Kontexts, der Beschaffenheit, des Autors) genügt, um dem angeeigneten Objekt einen neuen Sinn zu verleihen. Also verändert
das erneute Schreiben eines historisch eingebetteten
Textes (oder das erneute Photographieren eines
ebensolchen Bildes) in einer «fremden» Sprache
sowie seine erneute Präsentation (als eigenes) seinen
Sinn und macht ihn zu einem unabänderlich anderen. So zutreffend dies scheinen mag, bedeutet es jedoch auch, einen Ursprung (des Textes oder Bildes)
und einen Kontext der Neupräsentation (hier und
jetzt, diese Zeitschrift oder jenes Museum heute) vorauszusetzen, die unveränderlich sind, gleichsam

L I O N E L B O V I E R ist Kunsthistoriker und Kurator. Er leitet
den 2004 von ihm gegründeten Verlag JRP |Ringier.
P A R K E T T 93 2 013
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VALENTIN CARRON, exhibition view Kunsthalle Zürich, 2007 / Ausstellungsansicht.
(PHOTO: A. BURGER)

«neutralisiert» durch den Vorgang der Unterhöhlung des Bedeutungsdeltas. Oder aber, es ist (und
bleibt) eher eine Arbeitshypothese, eher eine Versuchsanordnung als eine empirische Feststellung.

er ein Panorama des Scheiterns aller sensomotorischen Denkmuster (Aktion/Reaktion) im Nachkriegseuropa entwirft, tritt er den Ideen entgegen,
die einer traurigen oder passiven Sichtweise im italienischen neorealistischen Film entstammen, und
spricht stattdessen von einer Empfänglichkeit, einer
filmischen «Hellsicht». Dem Unkommunizierbaren
und der Einsamkeit in den Filmen Antonionis setzt
er ein «Das ist zu stark, zu schön oder zu ungerecht»
entgegen, als Bestätigung, dass die moderne Gesellschaft «uns unentwegt in rein optische und akustische Situationen versetzt», und zwar so sehr, bis «die
sensomotorischen Ketten reissen (…) und sich verheddern». Und diese Errichtung einer neuen Herrschaft der «optischen Situationen» als Ersatz für die
Denkmuster von Ursache und Wirkung, die uns auf
ein indirektes Bild der Zeit verwiesen haben, lässt
uns in ein Zeit-Bild vorstossen, ja, «katapultiert uns
ins Innere der Zeit selbst».3)

Als zu Beginn der 1960er-Jahre die Filme L’avventura
und L’eclisse von Michelangelo Antonioni herauskamen, entbrannte in der Presse eine Polemik über
deren «affektfreie Beobachtungshaltung». Man warf
ihnen vor, ein Verschwinden oder einen Bruch einfach festzuhalten, ohne deren psychologische Auswirkungen auf die Figuren zu behandeln, die in ein «Danach» gestürzt werden, das eher einer toten zeitlichen
Abfolge gleicht als einer dramatischen Entwicklung.
Gilles Deleuze griff in seinen Filmvorlesungen
an der Université Paris-VIII (1981–1983) diese «Methode der Bestandesaufnahme bei Antonioni» erneut auf und meinte, sie ersetze das traditionelle
Drama durch ein rein optisches Drama. Und indem
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SWEET REVOLUTION (2002) von Valentin Carron
kann man als Polyeder bezeichnen, auf dem eine
Kugel liegt und auf dieser wiederum ein Kubus, alles
in Betonimitat. Die elementare Geometrie, auf der
die Skulptur beruht, ihre Grösse – 200 × 80 × 80 cm –
und das Material, aus dem sie zu bestehen scheint, lassen an einen Urheber aus der Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts denken, dessen Praxis sich jedoch weder auf die
symbolische Darstellung stützt (wie in der klassischen
Bildhauerei, in der jedes Element für einen Bezug zur
Welt stünde) noch auf die Radikalität der Abstraktion
(im Gegensatz etwa zu Tony Smiths DIE, 1962); die
scheinbare materielle Beschaffenheit deutet auf eine
urbane Bestimmung, und zwar eher im Sinne einer
simplen Abnutzungsresistenz denn als ästhetische
Wahl. Letztlich spielt das Werk, das gewisse Leute als
«missraten» einstufen würden, mit einem konstruktivistischen Vokabular, das es ins Dekorative abstürzen
lässt, sodass es ihm nicht gelingt «weder Monument
noch Objekt» zu sein.4) Man könnte es zum Beispiel
einem Max-Bill-Epigonen zuschreiben, aber man darf
sicher sein, dass es seiner typischen Bestimmung nach
alle Chancen hätte, zusätzlich noch mit einer Wasserfontäne auf der Spitze ausstaffiert zu werden, um auf
einem kleinen Platz als Brunnen zu dienen, in irgendeiner Provinzstadt mit modernem Anstrich oder (echtem) Hang zu einer gewissen «Modernität» – die sich
nach den modernen Experimenten in Luft aufgelöst
hat, der «internationale Stil» – in dem Sinn, wie man
heute von «zeitgenössischer Kunst» spricht.
Wenn das Werk in einer Ausstellung gezeigt wird,
werden jeweils fünf Poppers-Fläschchen auf die Polyederbasis gestellt – Hinweise auf eine billige, besonders in den 80er-Jahren verbreitete Art, sich zu
«berauschen». Valentin Carron konfrontiert uns
also mit etwas anderem als einer blossen Kopie oder
Appropriation einer bestehenden Skulptur: Es ist
eine Form, die das Betrachten solcher Skulpturen
und ihre Verwendung verdichtet. Man stellt sich
unweigerlich eine Gruppe Halbwüchsiger vor, die
am Freitag- oder Samstagabend in einer Kleinstadt
herumhängen, die ihnen wenig Anregung bietet;
sie haben ihre Skateboards an eine Sockelkante gelehnt und ihre Poppers-Fläschchen ausgepackt, die
sie ruckartig unter Gelächter und zusammenhanglosen Äusserungen einatmen. Vielleicht treibt sie eine

VALENTIN CARRON, 3 JOURS POUR CONVAINCRE
(3 DAYS TO CONVINCE), 2008, Styrofoam, fiberglass, resin,
acrylic, 102 1 / 4 ”, diameter 39 3 / 8 ” / 3 TAGE ZUM ÜBERZEUGEN,
Styropor, Fiberglas, Kunstharz, Acrylfarbe, 290 cm,
Durchmesser 100 cm.
(PHOTO: STEFAN ALTENBURGER)
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gewisse sommerliche Lustlosigkeit dazu, im Freien
zu bleiben, vielleicht handelt es sich auch nur um
eine Etappe einer längeren nächtlichen Spritztour.
Wahrscheinlich nehmen sie dieses «Monument» gar
nicht mehr wahr, das in der Mitte des kleinen Platzes
steht, auf dem sie sich jeweils treffen. Einige Schilder
geschlossener Geschäfte leihen dem Objekt etwas
Licht und Farbe; sie haben sich daran gewöhnt, es ist
nichts Besonderes und löst keinen «Aufstand» aus.
Das ist so eine «optische Situation», die der Künstler uns zurückgibt. In diesem Sinn ist seine «Kunst
des Simile» eher die Kopie eines Moments als die
eines Objektes: Sie gibt den appropriierten Formen ihre Zeitlichkeit und eine narrative Dimension
zurück.
Rein formal ist Sherrie Levines Werk TWO SHOES
(Zwei Schuhe, Edition für Parkett 32, 1992) eine
Kopie von Schuhen, die sie im Brockenhaus aufgestöbert und zu Beginn ihrer Karriere in einer amerikanischen Galerie verkauft hatte,5) durchaus mit
Valentin Carrons BERTRAND (2010) vergleichbar,
wo Beinfragmente aus Glas in einem Paar löcherigen
bunten Socken stecken. Doch während die Ameri-

kanerin trotz des scheinbar subjektiven Charakters
ihres Motivs auf das Readymade anspielt und diese
Anspielung in einer Spirale von Reproduktionen
Gestalt annehmen lässt, friert Carron eine Beobachtung ein (was durch das «Umfeld» des Objekts noch
unterstrichen wird) und bietet sie uns als Zeit-Bild
dar, ein Ensemble aus Zeitlichkeit und Empfindungen, in das wir eintauchen, ganz undramatisch, ohne
Erklärung – dessen Wirkung wir aber nicht wahrhaft
spüren können, wenn wir uns darauf versteifen, nur
die Konturen der Re-Präsentation zu sehen.
(Übersetzung: Suzanne Schmidt)
1) Lionel Bovier, Across /Art/Suisse/1975–2000, Skira/Le Seuil, Mailand/Paris 2001.
2) Jorge Luis Borges, «Pierre Menard, Autor des Quijote», in Sämtliche
Erzählungen, Carl Hanser Verlag, München 1970.
3) Gilles Deleuze, Cinéma, hrsg. von Claire Parnet und Richard Pinhas, 6 CD s, Gallimard, Paris 2006.
4) Cf. Tony Smith in Gregory Battcock (ed.), Minimal Art: A Critical
Anthology, University of California Press, Berkeley und Los Angeles,
1995 (1968), S. 16.
5) 1977 zeigte Levine «2 shoes for $2» bei 3 Mercer Street Store in New
York.

VALENTIN CARRON, exhibition view Kunsthalle Zürich, 2007 / Ausstellungsansicht.
(PHOTO: A. BURGER)
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The everyday reconfigured: Valentin Carron's 'Inca, Cargo,
Goal' at David Kordansky

VALENTIN CARRON’S sculptural forms and wall reliefs make up his debut exhibition “Inca, Cargo, Goal” at David Kordansky.

By Christopher Knight
Los Angeles Times Art Critic
The eccentric and compelling sculptures and wall reliefs of Swiss artist Valentin Carron take
appropriation art in strange directions. Existing objects remain essentially intact, but the
transformation in materials makes for surprising results.
Carron's debut exhibition at David Kordansky Gallery includes musical instruments -- three
trumpets, two saxophones, a couple of French horns and a clarinet -- that have been squashed
flat and cast in bronze. The patina is a weird, sickly pink flesh-color; hanging on gallery walls,
the reliefs have the look of flayed skin.
Look closely, and some of those walls are subtly upholstered in pinstripe shirt fabric. The room
is sharply dressed.
In the center of the space, two sculptures duplicate midcentury stone carvings by Ödön Koch, a
relatively obscure Swiss Constructivist artist. One is tall and rectilinear, the other squat; the
latter work seems to mash together an ovoid, a cube and a pyramid –– geometries that reflect a
utilitarian and idealizing Utopian spirit.

Knight, Christopher, “The everyday reconfigured: Valentin Carron’s ‘Inca, Cargo, Goal’ at David Kordansky,” Los Angeles
Times, November 9, 2012, p. D14

Carron's versions, however, are made from carefully painted, visually detectable fiberglass. They
feel as if they might float in water. Like the musical instruments and the shirt cloth, the
sculptural forms are empty husks. Nothing Utopian there.
The sculptures recall the old Surrealist game of exquisite corpse in which a player draws on a
sheet of paper, folds it to conceal part of the drawing and then passes it to the next player for a
further addition. (The show's conundrum of a title -- "Inca, Cargo, Goal" -- does something
similar, making a nonsense poem by repeating the last two letters of a word in the first two
letters of the next, wholly unrelated word.) Carron plays the game with sculptural materials,
however, which disembodies worn-out ideas and creates a quirky frame for new ones.
David Kordansky Gallery, Unit A, 3143 S. La Cienega Blvd., Culver City, (310) 558-3030,
through Dec. 8. Closed Sunday and Monday. www.davidkordansky.com	
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Valentin Carron to Represent Switzerland at
2013 Venice Biennale
By Rozalia Jovanovic 6/15 7:06pm

Valentin Carron has been selected to represent Switzerland
at the 2013 Venice Biennale, we were just alerted via Artnet.
Mr. Carron, who has emerged in recent years as one of the
most compelling of the younger-generation Swiss artists,
paints, sculpts and creates installations that question the
central traditions of contemporary art through appropriation
and reproduction. Right, he copies, sort of.
He might reproduce a cross in coarse polyester resin, create
replicas of historical cannons in cheap material or create a
work that embodies the formal qualities that we’ve come to
identify with another artist. For example, his 2006 sculpture
L’homme, uses the expressive elements of the work of Alberto Giacometti, elements which have by now, through endless
replication, been robbed of their potency.
Valentin Carron, ‘L’homme,’ 2006.
(Courtesy the artist and 303 Gallery)

His works have also questioned the authenticity of the Alpine
aesthetic, the sentimental style of “Heidiland,” as he calls it.
For a recent show at 303 Gallery in New York, he presented a five-foot stone cube made of
polystyrene and a two-headed snake sculpture as part of a show in which he referenced the
“ancient elements of man’s nature, physical and physiological.” That show, which closed in
May, was called “The dirty grey cube (you) turns around sadly and screams at us (he) ‘catarac-ta.’” We’re looking forward to his hijinks at the Bienniale.
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Valentin Carron
FOCUS

Alpine aesthetics and Modernism; imitation and a boar’s head

‘I spend entire days making life-size replicas of the objects I abhor…’
Valentin Carron
In his book The Invention of Tradition (1992), Eric Hobsbawm argues
that many of the symbols and rituals Europeans hold most sacred are not
proof of the unbroken continuity of culture, but rather the opposite; the
more stridently a craft or rite stakes its claim to authenticity, the more it
demonstrates a need to conceal the deep anxieties associated with industrialization, mass immigration and all the rifts that the 19th and 20th
centuries perpetrated.
The ramifications of this thesis are deftly demonstrated in the work of
Swiss artist Valentin Carron, many of whose pieces play explicitly on the
conventions of Alpine aesthetic traditions. As the artist points out, Valais – the area of Switzerland in which he lives and works – is actually a
region whose traditions were fabricated at the end of the 19th century: ‘At
that point, a political desire to create a national cultural identity emerged.
Slowly, people started making pseudo-authentic objects and formulating rules for the proper design of chalets.’ The endemic Swiss Style that
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is seen today is actually the result of a perverse evolutionary process that selects
objects whose original design was wholly determined by the pragmatics of scarcity,
and miscegenates them with redundant symbols of Swissness – from edelweiss to
the Swiss Cross. Holzschnitt furniture and carved balconies, dry stone walls and
festive dirndls all become artefacts (and therefore evidence) of an imaginary Switzerland that never was.
Carron’s work Château-Synthèse (2000) is aimed squarely against this sentimentality. It’s a bottle of wine synthesized from start to finish by Valais chemists, thus
lacking an official certificate of origin and unable to carry any sort of regional pride
whatsoever. For Carron ‘nothing is more global than local issues’, since it is at the
local level that the effects of globalization are most immediate, most clearly felt.
His taxidermied boar’s head in After The Hunting Rush (2002), severed from its
body and planted on a wall, stands not just for Swiss culture, but for the fate of culture in general. What distinguishes the Swiss Alpine Style from the more arbitrary
symptoms of the international trade in tourist kitsch is that, in a curious redoublement, it also appears in Swiss provinces – ‘Heidiland’, as Carron dryly refers to it
– as a sort of reassuring décor, a local means of asserting identity.
Kitsch, as Clement Greenberg defined it, is the opposite of culture, a formulaic
imitation of genuine cultural products that infects the healthy body of a society and
replaces the good with the bad. In pieces like Authentik (2000) – in which the artist commissioned a local blacksmith, who specialized in signage for storefronts and
chalets, to create a sign for him specifing only the letter ‘k’ – Carron undermines
Greenberg’s model by demonstrating that it is precisely the search for authenticity
that drives it away. Greenberg notoriously hated Pop art, but it is the only genre
that evades this process, for by being intentionally inauthentic, it becomes (as
Susan Sontag observed) camp. In Carron’s realm, irony is the only inoculation we
have left against kitsch.
Had artists continued to make art according to Greenberg’s dictums, they would
produce nothing but kitsch. It stands to reason that, in recent times, Carron, both
in his collaboration with Mai-Thu Perret at the Centre d’Art
Contemporain, Geneva (2005) and in his solo shows at the Kunsthalle Zürich
(2007) and Galerie Eva Presenhuber (2005), has turned to mining the archives
of 20th–century art, subjecting it to the same awful alchemy that turns treasure
into trash. L’homme (The man, 2006), a version of Alberto Giacometti’s original
Walking Man (1947) – once an emissary of High Modernism but now, through
overexposure and imitation, degenerated to an aesthetic refugee – flips the bird at
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his audience. Pop reinterpretations of Ferdinand Léger’s paintings, such as Fruits
et Légumes (Fruits and Vegetables, 2006), are printed on tarpaulin strung on a
galvanized frame, and look as if they were stolen from a café’s outdoor décor. Malicious parodies of banal, Modernist, Henry Moore-ish bronzes abound. Sculptures
like Hate Eternal II (2006) are blatantly fake, made in Styrofoam and cast in a
resin that advertises their lightness and transience.
Via his knock-off pieces, Carron has placed himself in a lineage that includes Marcel Duchamp, Andy Warhol and Elaine Sturtevant. Like Warhol’s Brillo Box works
of the 1960s, Carron’s objects look mass-produced but are in fact handmade. The
twist is provided by the addition of another layer; for kitsch objects are designed
to look handmade but are in fact mass-produced, and so Carron’s appropriation of
them brings us full circle, from art to trash to art again. It’s an act of necromancy
that can only be partially successful, because it succeeds by being insincere, and so
Carron’s objects sometimes seem almost ghoulish, haunting their prototypes for
their failure to fulfil the promise of high culture to improve the taste of the masses.
Is Carron a cynic? The question cannot be answered outright. His work blocks the
possibility of catharsis at every turn, and radiates a disenchantment that is contagious. At the same time, there is a sense that the frustration he induces in his audience is no different to the frustration he experiences: a genuine exasperation at the
emptiness at the heart of contemporary culture.
(All quotes taken from an interview with the artist by Fabrice Stroun in the exhibition catalogue: Valentin Carron, JRP Ringier, Zurich, 2007)
Adam Jasper
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Valentin Carron
CAN, NEUCHATEL, SWITZERLAND

It seems that a generation will always idealize and hark back to the period
just before it was born, that last moment before its members are able to
recall the past with their own eyes. Valentin Carron’s series of sculptures
‘Skibobs’ (1998-2000) plays with the generational nostalgia for the 1970s
also evident in such revivals and current fetishes as blaxploitation and
gore movies, or the seminal electronic sounds of Kraftwerk and Giorgio
Moroder. An impractically designed snow bicycle, the Skibob was a short
lived and expensive winter holiday fad from the 1970s. Since you rode it
sitting upright it looked more dignified and cool than the childish sleigh,
and, unlike proper skis, it enabled you to pose while sliding down the
slopes without going through the trouble of actually learning a more difficult technique.
Collected from garage sales and personal ads in Carron’s native region,
Valais in the Swiss Alps, Skibobs were the focus of this recent exhibition.
Two of them - Skibob 6 (Authier), (all works 2000) and Skibob 7 (Authier) - were lined up side by side, slouching on their front runners like
desirable boyish toys in an upmarket store, to the soundtrack of a breakbeat looped on a cheap drum machine. Lovingly restored and sometimes
customized (with the help of local craftspeople) to erase logos and brand
names, the most interesting thing about ‘Skibobs’ is the way they function
as formalized and opaque sculptures yet remain found objects pregnant
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with links and relationships to the real world. Beautiful and desirable commodities - a 1970s-obsessed skate kid’s wet dream - but also visibly inadequate, Skibobs
combined an improbably new ‘fetish finish’ aspect with a rather uncanny feeling of
obsolescence, in effect crystallizing qualities of vintage objects in general.
If ‘Skibobs’ hinted at the rather cool, removed figure of the artist as collector and
restorer, the only other piece in the show, Untitled, revealed Carron assuming a
much more ‘warm’ and involved stance. Ironically collapsing Jackson Pollock’s
famous penchant for liquor and his gestural and expressive painting style, Carron
stained the entire exhibition room, from floor to ceiling, with all-over drippings of
red wine. Although the ‘performance’ was not documented, I couldn’t avoid imagining the scene of a drunken caricature of an artist spilling wine around in a hilariously pathetic spoof of the creative drive at work, in the style of Paul McCarthy.
However, rather wisely perhaps, all that Carron actually chose to leave on view was
this activity’s suggestive trace, its leftovers in the form of a smelly yet pretty drip
pattern wallpainting which took on a greyish tinge as the wine oxidized.
There is an added twist to the work’s clever parody, something that makes it both
closer to home and more interesting than a simple deconstruction of the greatest
macho myth in art history. Valais, frequently alluded to in Carron’s work, derives
most of its income from two sources: the exploitation of its mountain resorts for
the tourist industry and the production of wine. Its inhabitants are also famous
throughout Switzerland for their hard drinking. In this context, it is obvious that
Carron’s wallpainting actually collides two different histories, an artistic one and
a regional one. In fact, this is what I like best about Carron’s work: not so much
its slick international, post-Conceptual veneer, nor the artist’s ease in suddenly
shifting positions to play the expressive primitive, but the fact that he is driven
by something altogether different and more bizarre: his love for the local and the
vernacular. ‘Skibobs’ literally came from somewhere close to home - some house in
the valley not far from Carron’s small town. After all, if one can make art from Las
Vegas, why not from the Swiss Alps?
Mai-Thu Perret
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Karin Gulbran, Splendor in the Grass (installation view) (2015). Image courtesy of the artist and China Art Objects Galleries.

Funny fairy tales
The pots in “Splendor in the Grass,” Karin Gulbran’s exhibition of ceramics at China Art Objects, all
have straightforward titles, for instance Pigs in the Woods and Fish Bowl. On her pots, pigs do play
in woods and a cat falls down in the rain. The animals have elongated limbs and googly eyes and the
pots themselves are clumpy; the imperfection is clearly intentional, but it’s also not beautiful in the
controlled way modernist design objects often are. The sweet messiness of Gulbran’s show recalls
novelist Michael Cunningham’s recent retelling of the Rumpelstiltskin story, in which a conniving
hobgoblin with an inferiority complex manages to be endearing.
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Karin Gulbran
at China Art Objects

By Aaron Horst | November 18, 2015

Karin Gulbran, Splendor in the Grass (installation view) (2015). Image courtesy of the artist and China
Art Objects Galleries.

Pottery occupies the realm of discrete objects moreso than sculpture, its umbrella
genus. As objects, Karin Gulbran’s pots in Splendor in the Grass, currently on
view at China Art Objects, are marked by the ghost of functionality—recalling,
perhaps, the sacred and often mysterious functions of ancient ritual containers.
The works in Splendor in the Grass are formed from strips cut from a rolled slab
and worked up the three axes of desired shape. As a technical choice, hand-building is both intimate and self-consciously crude, adding an extra sheen of earliest
technique to the easy weight of pottery’s historical form. The exterior of each
piece picture cartoonish, bewildered land and sea animals, their three dimensions
folded and creased along a roughly cylindrical two. The distorted picture plane
seems both an homage to the time before perspective began to transform visual
narratives, and a consequence of material limits.
Gulbran’s approach proposes a number of questions—primarily, how do we
evaluate pottery within a contemporary art context? At what point does work in the
lineage and language of pottery come to be evaluated as sculpture rather than
sculptural? Is Gulbran’s work a send-up, questioning the contemporary potential
of an ancient form of narrative communication? Or is narrative the entire point,
pottery merely a backdrop for its figuration?
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Karin Gulbran, Splendor in the Grass (installation view) (2015). Image courtesy of the artist and China
Art Objects Galleries.

Form in ceramics alludes to long-forgotten rites and customs, its figurations telling portions of tales distorted by history’s long-arc game of Telephone. Grecian
vessels, with their overlapping snapshots of myth and lore, had the compliment
of oral tradition to give context to images fleshed out along their faces. Narrative,
suspended and mysterious, waits for its oral counterpart which, perhaps, we, the
viewer, are to fill in. But perhaps also, Gulbran’s empty vessels aren’t meant to be
filled, freezing form in the moment between becoming and being.

Karin Gulbran, Splendor in the Grass (installation view) (2015). Image courtesy of the artist and China
Art Objects Galleries.
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Karin Gulbran, Family of Boar (2015). Stoneware, 21 x 17.5 x
15 inches. Image courtesy of the artist and China Art Objects
Galleries. Photo by Joshua White.

Karin Gulbran, Fallen Cat in Rain (2015). Stoneware, 17.5 x 17
x 14 inches. Image courtesy of the artist and China Art Objects
Galleries. Photo by Joshua White.

Karin Gulbran, Sardines and Anchovies (2015). Stoneware,
15 x 20 x 12 inches. Image courtesy of the artist and China Art
Objects Galleries. Photo by Joshua White.

Karin Gulbran, Fallen Cat in Rain (2015). Stoneware, 17.5 x 17
x 14 inches. Image courtesy of the artist and China Art Objects
Galleries. Photo by Joshua White.
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Exhibition view: Mai-Thu Perret, Flowers in the Eye, Simon Lee Gallery, New York (15 September–17 October 2020). Copyright the artist. Courtesy the artist
and Simon Lee Gallery. Photo: Pierre Le Hors

In this Ocula Video Insight, presented in partnership with Simon Lee Gallery, Swiss artist Mai-Thu Perret introduces new ceramic and tapestry works
on view in her solo show Flowers in the Eye at Simon Lee Gallery, New York (15 September–17 October 2020).
Flowers in the Eye follows on from the artist’s exhibition News from Nowhere with Simon Lee Hong Kong earlier this year (10 January–28 March
2020). Often drawing inspiration from avant-garde and radical art movements, Perret derived her Hong Kong exhibition’s title from an eponymous
novel by the 19th century British artist and writer William Morris, in which he imagined a utopian, capitalism-free future.
While Perret’s News from Nowhere included ceramic works like Yesterday rain, clear skies tomorrow and Today there is, tomorrow there isn’t (both
2019)—smooth rectangular slabs with an organically shaped hole at each of their centres—Flowers in the Eye offers a different set of approaches to glazed
ceramic: the new works focus on gesture and the transformation of clay from wet and ‘endlessly pliable’ to fired and static.
A thousand peaks twist and turn, their color like indigo and Majestic and aloof, off in a world apart (both 2020), a pair of circular, wall-mounted ceramics,
are titled in Perret’s characteristically lyrical manner. At a distance, these glazed, tactile surfaces are marked with patterns that evoke an entanglement
of flower petals. As Perret explains in the video, however, they are in fact the product of the artist’s hands engraving a trail of time and movement into
unfired clay. When fired, the trace is preserved and held between motion and stillness.
A similar preservation infuses a pair of ceramic baskets, whose forms not only refer back to the functional uses for ceramics but also to the tradition
of decorative pots and vases. On top of snow she adds a layer of frost is entirely white and tall, a contrast to the black and flat-bottomed The fool piles up
snow to make a silver mountain (both 2020). Seen from above, the sparsely woven baskets resemble netting or skeletal flowers, perhaps hinting at the
construction method of the tapestries hanging on the wall nearby.
Based on Perret’s watercolour sketches and woven in a workshop in Mexico, two tapestries retain ‘all the washes, all the details, and all the small accidents
of the paint’. Flowers in the Eye (2020) looks remarkably like a painting from afar—the muted green and black colours seemingly bleed and seep into the
fabric of the canvas—when in reality they have been woven, thread by thread.
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wHY Architecture’s new Los Angeles arts campus
for David Kordansky Gallery
Mid-City’s David Kordansky Gallery expands to a design by wHY Architecture’s Kulapat Yantrasast, spanning a three-volume arts campus that allows for flexibility in cultural programming
By Carole Dixon, photography: Elon Schoenholz | September 8, 2020

David Kordansky Gallery’s new courtyard with outdoor sculptures as part of the gallery’s wHYdesigned expansion in Mid-City, Los Angeles. Featuring
Rashid Johnson’s High Time (2020) (left) and Will Boone’s The Three Fates (2020). Courtesy of the artists, wHY, and David Kordansky Gallery, Los
Angeles.

Loyally rooted in the California culture, yet with a pulse on the international conversation, David Kordansky
Gallery is expanding with an arts campus at the corner of Edgewood and S. La Brea Avenue in Mid-City.
Since its humble beginnings in Chinatown in 2003, followed by two different Culver City homes, the gallery
has developed into one of the most dynamic venues for contemporary art in Los Angeles.
The renovation was carried out by Los Angeles-based architect Kulapat Yantrasast and his firm wHY, who
also designed the original gallery on site, which opened in 2014. The new complex comprises three structures, joined by a central landscaped courtyard that will allow visitors to flow between the spaces, creating
one dynamic art compound where it’s possible to mount a trio of shows simultaneously.
According to Kordansky, ‘the extended campus gives us a range of new possibilities – intimate exhibition
space (an alternative to our larger gallery spaces), an exterior courtyard for outdoor sculpture - and when we
can gather safely again – screenings, performances, and events, space for photography, additional storage,
etc. We’ve never had this much flexibility for programming before.’
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The Three Fates (2020), an enamel on bronze sculpture by Will Boone, installed near the terraced entryway to David Kordansky Gallery’s new expansion in
Mid-City, Los Angeles, designed by wHY. Courtesy of the artist, wHY, and David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles.
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The courtyard provides access to the two new exhibition spaces with natural light flooding each space via a
centrally cut portal in the ceiling. ‘Kulapat has an ability to highlight the most curious features of a structure
while adding clean, focused lines to accentuate art-viewing experiences,’ said Kordansky. ‘He respects art
as much as architecture.’
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The residential scale and feel of the new arts campus is in tune with the neighborhood. Subtle details soften
the space, from coved ceilings to an exterior with a series of monolithic fig-covered site walls that conjure
a seamless movement between indoors and outdoors. Dark asphalt bordered with succulent plants and gray
gravel create a subdued setting.
Yantrasast drew from the unique aspects of the local art community for inspiration. ‘Many great cultural exchange and art moments in LA happen in wonderful backyards where people feel at home,’ he said. ‘The art
scenes in LA are very down-to-earth, and personal, and I think the gallery spaces should reflect that, rather
than try to appear commercial or corporate.’

Dixon, Carole, “wHY Architecture’s new Los Angeles arts campus for David Kordansky Gallery,” Wallpaper.com,
September 8, 2020

Courtesy of wHY and David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles

Custom wallpaper by Mai-Thu Perret installed in the restroom of David Kordansky Gallery’s new wHY-designed exhibition space. Perret’s wallpaper
was originally designed and printed for her 2007 solo exhibition Land of Crystal at the Bonnefanten Museum, Maastricht, Netherlands. Courtesy of the
artist, wHY, and David Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles.

The courtyard space is designed with drought resistant planting, gravel and wooden trim by wHY’s Landscape Workshop to provide a contemplative place for visitors, artists as well as gallery staff to enjoy. ‘The
courtyard also comes alive as gathering place for openings and many art events, just like a good LA garden,’
adds Yantrasast.
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Escape the Brexit Blues with the Artist Mixing Fairy Tales, Zen Gardens,
and Feminist Separatism

Artist Mai-Thu Perret on the connection between witchcraft, feminism, and how it all relates to her major new installation in the UK.
By Philomena Epps | January 18, 2019

In anticipation of Sunday’s ‘Super Blood Wolf Moon’, GARAGE is celebrating all things lunar.
Witches, in case you haven’t heard, are perhaps more popular than ever. Lana Del Rey put a hex on Donald Trump a year and a half
ago, and one can hardly swing a dead cat these days without bumping into an acclaimed film, a new TV show, or even interviews with
the craft’s contemporary practitioners. In a timely addition to the discourse, Swiss artist Mai-Thu Perret’s first major solo exhibition
in the UK, The Blazing World—for which she produced a group of ceramic sculptures, animal masks, textile banners, and an atmospheric spoken word soundtrack, all loosely inspired by the occult, fantasy, and metamorphosis—opens this week at the non-profit
Spike Island in Bristol.
Witches aren’t the only manifestation of unruly women the artist is concerned with: in 1999, Perret began writing The Crystal Frontier,
an account of a fictional feminist commune in New Mexico, which has provided an important framework for much of her work since.
This exhibition is rich with literary sources and visual references, from Anne Carson’s 1992 essay Gender of Sound to Eiichi Yama-

Mai-Thu Perret The Blazing World (2019) Installation view, Spike Island, Bristol. Works courtesy the artist and Simon Lee Gallery. Photograph by Max McClure.
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moto’s 1973 film Belladonna of Sadness. For GARAGE, the
artist discusses how she intertwines radical feminist politics
with the history of modernism, the Arts and Crafts movement, and Eastern spirituality.
GARAGE: Since the inception of The Crystal Frontier,
shows of your work seem to function like pieces added to
an always-expanding narrative. Was the research into the
figure of the witch for this exhibition a development of
what you were looking at for other recent shows, such as
the one in 2017 inspired by Monique Wittig’s 1969 novel
Les Guérillères ?
Mai-Thu Perret: There is an obvious kinship between the female warriors of Les Guérillères and the figure of the witch
as an archetypal, non-compliant woman. Around the time I
was invited to do this show, I had met curators of a feminist festival who wanted me to conceive a public monument
to Michée Chauderon, who in 1652 was the last woman to
be executed for witchcraft in Geneva (my hometown). The
subject led me to read books with a feminist point of view,
like Silvia Federici’s Caliban and the Witch, in which she
argues that the witch hunts and the systematic persecution of
strong, independent women were not a footnote to the history
of the period but rather a fundamental force in the destruction
of the commons and the disciplining of the peasantry into a
servile workforce for the capitalist system. I also read anthropological texts, such as the French ethnographer Jeanne
Favret-Saada on witchcraft in rural north-western France in
the 1960-70s.
What was your approach when translating these theories
and histories into visual art works?
Costumes and masks are the simplest way into transformation, as any carnival celebration can attest. The masks offer
representations of the transformation of humans into animals
(a key concept of the Sabbath in the histories I read), and the
scaled down dimensions of the dolls houses in the exhibition,

Mai-Thu Perret Superpotent (2019) (detail) Installation view, Spike Island,
Bristol. Work courtesy the artist and Simon Lee Gallery. Photograph by Max
McClure.

Mai-Thu Perret Abnormally avid (2019) Installation view, The Blazing
World, Spike Island, Bristol. Works courtesy the artist and Simon Lee Gallery.
Photograph by Max McClure.

rendered in ceramic, ask for mental projection into a diminutive space. They also recall the gingerbread house in the fairy
tale of “Hansel and Gretel,” since ceramics is also a kind of
baking, and involves similar working processes in terms of
construction and glazing.
There’s a ceramic house, and a basket of apples, that
made me think about works like artist Joan Jonas’s The
Juniper Tree (1976), or writers of magical realism like
Angela Carter, who re-imagined these stories, and used
subversive tactics to liberate female protagonists from objectified gender roles.
I’m an admirer of both Jonas and Carter. As society transitioned from feudalism into modernity, the figure of the witch
moved from the village square into the nursery. The witch is
an archetype now engrained in our collective unconscious. It
is a kind of cliché or readymade, from fairy tales to Hollywood films.
How is the stage set, which is composed of three abstracted, minimal motifs (a tree, a ramp, and a cone), indebted
to Japanese Zen gardens?
The Zen garden reference was driven by an interest in shadows; what in the West we would call minimal forms. A number of important Zen gardens were designed with the presence of the moon in mind, knowing full well that the satellite
would not be visible most of the time, therefore putting absence at the center of those places. In my mind (and my own
idiosyncratic misreading, as I know that nothing could be
further from a Japanese monk’s mind than my feminist musings), this was an interesting connection to the way witches
are often represented as living in wild places such as moors or
forests. I thought that the metaphor of the garden (i.e. a space
where nature is brought in) was a generative way of thinking
about the installation, even if in the end what you see is just
the barest hint of it.
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Los Angeles
Mai-Thu Perret

DAVID KORDANSKY GALLERY
5130 West Edgewood Place
May 19–July 1
When Monique Wittig wrote Les Guérillères (The Guerillas)
in 1969, she was already a celebrated author in France.
She pioneered a mode of storytelling that put female
protagonists at the epicenter, and formulated a writing style
that set narrative fragments in loose coordination with one
another, challenging orthodox boundaries between prose
and poetry (something that fellow feminist theorist Hélène
Cixous would later term l’ecriture feminine). Les Guérillères
chronicles the goings-on of an army of women. Throughout
the text, in which Wittig’s subjects are often referred to
collectively, the women tell each other stories, argue about
the cosmologies and myths most appropriate to their ideal
society, play complicated games, destroy buildings, and
attack enemies with rocket launchers, machine guns, and
mirrors.

View of “Mai-Thu Perret: Féminaire,” 2017.

Mai-Thu Perret’s installation takes council from Wittig’s novel, presenting a group of nine mannequin-like soldiers (made
out of a heterogeneous mix of materials such as papier-mâché, wicker, ceramic, silicone, and metal) in various states of
rest. Although they look anonymous, they’re molded after the visages of some of Perret’s closest friends and
associates. Some, like Les Guérillères V, 2016, carry translucent AK-47 assault rifles. This is the army of lovers that
cannot fail. Yet their inert aloofness, exacerbated by a high pedestal, puts their countenance on par with more traditional
memorials. Together, they face a grid of thirty-two cast ceramic wall reliefs. Some of these, such as Add where there’s
lots, reduce where there’s little, 2017, feature a carefully excised, perfectly round circle, a recurring symbol throughout the
book. In The mind’s eye is as bright as the moon, 2017, the edges of the ceramic slab are gathered together, fingers
having dug into it like a bite, with a graphic red glaze applied so thin so as to show a deep purple underglaze—a body and
its viscera, a pliable politics, a picture of action.

—Andy Campbell
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Mai-Thu Perret

NASHER SCULPTURE CENTER
2001 Flora Street
March 12–July 17
One’s first glimpse of this small yet powerful
exhibition—an installation of eight life-size female
fighters, a ceramic dog, an enormous Rorschachlike painting, and two oversize sculptural eyes—is
through a glass wall that Mai-Thu Perret has
smeared with petroleum jelly. Fittingly, and elegantly, the viscous salve on the manufactured surface
initially makes the contents of “Sightings” an alluring mystery.

View of “Mai-Thu Perret: Sightings,” 2016. From left: Les guérillères III, 2016; Les guérillères VI, 2016.

Once visitors pass through the glass to mingle
among “Les guérillères” (The Guerillas), 2016—
comprising the female figures and their dog, each subtitled I through IX and inspired by female Y.P.J. Kurdish
resisters—an uncanny confusion occurs between the inanimate and living. The soldiers are convincing, and not:
Their wigs and military garb show no signs of wear, guns are cast in candy-hued translucent resin, and body
parts are made of varying materials. Les guérillères V, with ombre shoulder-length hair and endearing polka-dot
socks, crouches realistically, though her gun is purple and her flesh is made of woven wicker. Les guérillères
III sits wearily, head in hand, by the ceramic dog named VI—ears alert yet eye sockets empty—but her lumpy
papier-mâché skin annuls any suspicions that she lives, as does the painted orange circle obscuring her face.
Les guérillères VIII’s silicone body stands tall in the center of the room, her raised hand a suggestion that she
might be leading this army. However, what commands our attention is on the gallery’s back wall. There hangs the
thirteen-by-ten-foot painting on carpet, titled Agoraphobia I, 2016. Blotches of blood red overshadow skeins of
grays and yellows, saturating the fleshy fabric. Is this a splayed body, a torn flag? The work demonstrates Perret’s skill in using charged material to produce objects and environments that attract and repel, vibrating on the
edge of life.
-- Kate Green

Tsai, Sylvia, “A League Of Their Own: Conversation with Mai-Thu Perret,” ArtAsiaPacific, August 5, 2014

For the past 15 years, Swiss artist Mai-Thu Perret has been building on the ongoing project “Crystal Frontier” (1999– ), based on
a multidisciplinary narrative about a group of women who move
away from mainstream society to create a feminist commune, called
New Ponderosa Year Zero, in the desert of southwest New Mexico.
Inspired by various selections of literature, the fiction behind “Crystal
Frontier” has resulted in a multitude of ephemera—from letters and
diary entries to ceramics, textiles and furniture—that chronicle the
women’s experiences in their colony. Over a cup of hot water, Perret’s
preferred drink of choice, ArtAsiaPacific sat down with the artist
before her debut at Simon Lee Gallery, Hong Kong, to talk about the
notion of utopia, her latest work inspired by Enzo Mari—one of the
great Italian designers of the late 20th century—and the current state
of “Crystal Frontier.”
Portrait of Mai-Thu Perret. Courtesy Annik Wtter and
Simon Lee Gallery, Hong Kong.

You began “Crystal Frontier” in 1999. Can you explain the concept of the project and what led you to the idea of an all-female
utopia?

At the time there were two things: I was interested in ways of making art using some kind of narrative filter, and I
was also interested in [a form of] conceptual art with a rule-based system for directing a practice. I referred to people
who used narrative in this way, such as Liam Gillick and also Jim Shaw, whose “Dream Drawings” series (1992–96)
is allegedly based on his dreams, which allows for his works to be open and complex. In terms of the content [of
“Crystal Frontier”], I went to the American southwest quite a few times and was impressed by its desert. The desert is
both a literal and mental place—it’s a very good shortcut to an imaginary space. In history, there’s a lot of people who
moved to the desert in the US to secede from mainstream society. For example, during the 1920s, there was a colony
of artists who lived in Taos, New Mexico, including Georgia O’Keefe and DH Lawrence. There were other models of
this, such as Monte Verità in Switzerland, which was a colony in the 1900s that was based on principles of vegetarianism, free dancing and nudism, among others. All of these ideas went into how I conceived “Crystal Frontier.” In
history, as soon as modern cities came into existence, you had people who wanted to escape it and create a separate,
rural utopia. Yet in the Middle Ages, when there weren’t many big cities, this idea didn’t make any sense. Although
these communities look for ways to get back to nature and a move away from modernity, it is, ironically, one of the
most modern concepts of society.
Does the fictional utopia of New Ponderosa Year Zero necessarily have to be only for women? What is the reason for
excluding men? In many ways, this community reminds me of the novel Herland (1915), by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, where the absence of men results in a freedom from traditional gender roles and war, and thereby nurtures an
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egalitarian society. Was this piece of literature among those that inspired “Crystal Frontier”? What other literary
sources is this work a reference to?
I have always been interested in feminist art history and literary theory. It has inspired me to imagine the world differently, or different from the way it functions in the mainstream. There are so many forerunners to this: Herland, for
example. I love Herland and think it’s such a funny and strange book. There’s also Ursula K. Le Guin, the American
science-fiction writer, who wrote a number of books trying to imagine an alternate society from all kinds of perspectives. In The Dispossessed (1974), there’s an anarchist community or society on a separate planet. There’s also a really
beautiful novel called The Left Hand of Darkness (1969), which is about a planet where there is no gender. They are
humans, but somehow they have mutated and are different. Over the course of their hormonal cycle, they either
become male or female at a particular point, and they can mate and reproduce, but gender doesn’t exist. The main
character of the novel, who is a man, is completely confused and makes all kinds of assumptions about society based
on his male perspective, which leads him to chronically misread what is happening on this foreign planet. So those
two novels are part of the many influences and ideas. It’s really a speculative thing—this process of turning the world
upside down. And in “Crystal Frontier,” the community is all female, but they can come and go freely and have contact with the outside world. It’s not a total secessionist kind of thing. There’s a text [in the project] in which one of the
women says that she wants to rebuild the whole world to be all-female and egalitarian, and once they have managed
this, and to live with fair exchange among each other, they’ll allow men in.
Can you speak about your latest installation at Simon Lee?
Should viewers see this as part of “Crystal Frontier”?
At this point, I don’t really know anymore. But I don’t really
bother with setting things so clearly in relation to “Crystal
Frontier.” I’ve wanted to give the work a little bit of space in
its story, also because it turns out that though the narrative is interesting, it can filter the way people interpret the
project—to the extent that I feel that it can prevent viewers
from really looking at the work. This was not the original
intention, so I’ve wanted to let the interpretations be more
open and let the viewers make the decision. But of course,
it’s very easy to see how the various works of the series link
MAI-THU PERRET, A Tolerable Straight Line (Shandy II),
up. There’s continuity in the choice of material, in the [use of 2014, neon, 170 × 200 cm. Courtesy Simon Lee Gallery,
the] female figure and in the inclusion of an Enzo Mari bed. Hong Kong.
Mari had the whole idea that consumers could reclaim the
objects that are around them by learning how to make them, which allows for people to be more critical and empowered in relation to industrial and consumer society. This is very close to what the women from “Crystal Frontier” are
trying to do.
Enzo Mari’s furniture designs also focus on the essential elements of form. How does his approach correspond to
your own philosophy or that of your practice?
I’m very much a formalist. I’m very interested in the shape that things take and what that says [about it]. It’s very
difficult to make art if you’re not interested in form. When a friend gave me the Mari manual Autoprogettazione
(1974), I experienced such a strange feeling—it’s like I knew it had existed somewhere but had just never found it
before. What struck me about his designs, from the perspective of form, is how close they are to things you see in
Constructivism. If you look at the designs by Aleksandr Rodchenko (1891–1956), for the Soviet Pavilion at the 1925
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Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, where he created a worker’s clubhouse with very simple chairs
and a set of furniture that could take on different purposes, you see that everything is clearly delineated and has very
basic form. For me, the Mari designs are reminiscent of Rodchenko’s designs and that particular way of constructing
things. I’ve always been really interested in Constructivism as a formal moment, but also as a historical moment in
terms of what the artists were trying to do and what they went through. Obviously, it’s a story that ended quite badly.
Mari is also a designer that is very political and thinks very critically about what it means to be a designer. As a Communist in Italy during the 1960s, this position sat uneasily with working for furniture companies and in designing
corporate, capitalist and mass-produced objects. I find that contradiction really fascinating.
And by creating the Autoprogettazione, Mari brought his design back to his own vision and philosophy.
Exactly. I think that was the idea. In the introduction of the book, he says that if people start to make furniture
themselves, they will be able to understand all the other furniture around them better and will be more critical of the
designs that are constantly being forced upon them by manufacturing companies or other designers. So, in a way, it’s
about making the consumers less of a consumer and more of a critical thinker in regards to the choices being offered
to them.
With your texts and objects in “Crystal Frontier,” are they based off of the qualities of one particular protagonist
from New Ponderosa Year Zero? Or should they be seen as items made by one collective entity?
When I began, the story was very much about making work. It was also about designing a machine for becoming an
artist. Now, I feel that the work has gained enough autonomy. There’s enough work out there that it almost makes
itself. This plurality of voices, these different strands of narratives exist on their own. But it was always more about the
multiplicity of characters. When I was writing the story [for “Crystal Frontier”], there were characters that had different urges. For example, one was more of a writer, the spiritual leader of the group. But even though they all had their
own personalities, the artworks were never assigned to a particular person.
By creating this narrative of a utopian community, do you intend to establish a distance between yourself, the creator, and the actual objects? Or do you see yourself in an omniscient position?
I haven’t been writing [the narrative for “Crystal Frontier] for quite a while, so with that being said, what I find great
about writing is that you can become all these different people. I wouldn’t say that I’m not trying to be personal,
because at the end it all comes from the different seeds of my experiences. That’s what is completely fascinating about
being a human. You can be so many different things and so contradictory, yet at the same time be so bound to this
entity as one body, one sensory system, one way of perceiving the world. When you’re a writer, you’re definitely in a
position where you can shift and project yourself onto something else.
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Mai-Thu Perret
FOCUS
Revolutions, radical women and the shifting function of objects

Little Planetary Harmony (2006)
The extensive role-call of individuals and artistic movements that make an appearance in Mai-Thu
Perretʼs ongoing project The Crystal Frontier reads like the guest list for a fantasy tea party
enthusiastically drawn up at a late-night gathering (ʻLetʼs put Sergei Diaghilev next to Busby Berkeley and
Varvara Stepanova next to Andrea Zittel!ʼ). Serve this motley crew with an infusion from Perretʼs dainty
Mescaline Tea Service (2002) and one can begin to distil the elements of the wildly eclectic concoction of
fact and fiction, avant-garde aesthetics and radical feminist politics, that contribute to Perretʼs epic tale.
Begun in 1999, The Crystal Frontierʼs narrative chronicles the lives of a group of radically minded women
who turn their backs on the ʻgrey-tinged nightmareʼ of the city and move to New Mexico to establish a
feminist commune. These women come to inhabit the real world (or at least the spaces of museums and
galleries that constitute a particular reality) through texts, written by Perret, that take the form of diary
entries and letters – which in themselves are often appropriated from existing fragments of historical
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correspondence – and a diverse array of functional and decorative objects that masquerade as the
ʻhypothetical productionʼ of the community.

Itʼs a story of self-liberation that recalls the myriad Utopian communities that emerged throughout the last
century: from the communist settlement of Llano del Rio in the Mojave Desert and Paolo Soleriʼs still
extant Arcosanti project in Arizona to more personal retreats such as Georgia OʼKeeffeʼs move to Taos in
New Mexico or even Zittelʼs relocation from New York to Joshua Tree in southern California. In Perretʼs
wilfully polymorphous notion of community these rural endeavours collide with references to some of
Modernismʼs ʻcommunesʼ – the Soviet Constructivists and the Bauhaus in particular – combining to form a
cacophonous meta-community that reflects on the failures of these historical endeavours and the strained
relationship between art and social revolution.
For her participation at the 2007 Lyon Biennial, Perret presented An Evening of the Book (2007), a
Gesamtkunstwerk comprising three black and white films projected in a room decorated with patterned
wallpaper inspired by Stepanova. The films document a group of women, whom we might assume to be
Perretʼs enduring female protagonists, rehearsing repetitive choreographed movements and poses that
evoke varying states of work, rest and play. As the films come to an end and the lights go up, the empty
room is filled with the strains of a song taken from Winter of Discontent or the Ballad of a Russian Doll
(2003–4), an unfinished play written by Perret with music by the late Steven Parrino. The work is based
on a 1924 Agit-prop play directed by Vitalii Zhemchuzhnyi (with costumes and sets by Stepanova), which
contrasted historyʼs revolutionaries with those of the present, working as a metaphor for the conflict
between the comforting security of nostalgia and the uncertainties of the current moment. This game of
temporal push-and-pull is mirrored in The Crystal Frontier, which encapsulates the way in which we
search for, but rarely find, fulfilment for present longings in stories from the past.
Weaving between the conjured personalities of the commune and Perretʼs own hand in all of this, the
threads that link object to author in The Crystal Frontier become increasingly (and intentionally) frayed
and tangled. Works such as the aforementioned tea set and other practical objects including Pyramid of
Love (2003) – a modular rabbit hutch containing live rabbits – parade as items made and used by the
members of the commune on a day-to-day basis, while the clay models in Self-Expression x 25 (2003)
are seemingly functionless objects that serve only to articulate the individuality of the members. Most
confounding perhaps are the mannequins – papier-mâché figures of women and children clothed in
pragmatic costumes (designed by Perretʼs collaborator, Ligia Dias) that neither act as representations of
the women in The Crystal Frontier nor remain entirely true to their function as display mechanisms. Their
shifting status brings to the fore questions that lie at the heart of The Crystal Frontier concerning the
status of the art object – what it is and what one wants it to be. ʻI often feel like I am hesitating in the work
between the two opposing poles of use-value and cult-value,ʼ Perret has observed; ʻIn that sense the
objects I make are crude, hastily designed, and purposeful [which] feels like an interesting thing to explore
at a time when the “autonomous” as such is no longer available and seems in danger of being replaced
by pure instrumentalization.ʼ
By engaging in systems of cultural and economic exchange with her fictionalized production, Perret plays
(for her own amusement as well as ours) with these systemsʼ powers of transformation: the museumʼs
enduring ready-made effect that turns a rabbit hutch into a work of art, and the marketʼs unholy equation
of this act of aesthetic transubstantiation with a number. The Crystal Frontier is Perretʼs very own
museological cottage industry, founded on our speculative desires and trading in histories and objects
that are never quite what we think they are or what we want them to be.
Andrew Bonacina

